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— JANUARY 23. 1969
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
-

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

•

*United Press International

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, January 29, 1969

In Our 90th Year

104 Per Copy

Seen&Heard Navy Will Now Attempt
To Explain The Pueblo
Around
Murray

"Resusie-Annien Presented
To Red Cross Chapter Here

U.S naval forces in Japan when
By JACK V. FOX
the Pueblo was seized by the
CORONADO, Calif. (UPI) —
in internatThe United States Navy, having North Korean navy
ional waters last Jan. 23.
LII Blackwell is at Vanderbilt finished its private rehearsal,
Bucher has testified that his
Hospital. She is in room D-8211. was attempting today to explain appeal by radio for help after
public
to
the
why
American
it
hearing
appreciate
She will
the Koreans challenged his ship
from her friends here in Mur- lost the USS Pueblo.
brought promises that aid was
Bucher
Coadr.
has
Lloyd
M.
ray and Calloway County. She
on the way. But the Navy or
where,
what
told
a
how,
n
d
hopes to be beck home in a
Air Force fighter planes he
couple of weeks. Good luck to when.
looked for never came, and in
Johnson,
a
Frank
L
Adm.
her.
the end he surrendered the
combat officer of the old school,
Pueblo without a fight.
ramie's, is now at Fort was called to testify in open
Knox taking his bask training court as to why his command in
Johnson, 81, an Annapolis
41 the Army. Says he is gett- Japan sent no aid to the intel- graduate, is a World -War II
ing up at 5:00 o'clock each ligence ship when it Was under naval hero who once saved a
earning. He was wondering attack off the North Korean ship abandoned by its skipper.
In 1945 he won the Navy Cross
When he left how he would be coast.
The answers may reach errfor heroism in the Okinawa
able to get up so early. We
the
White
House.
high
as
The
campaign, during which he salIneured him that he would make
final one may be that the Unit- vaged the Destroyer USS MulIt
rush
want
to
ed States did not
laney which had been abandonThird oldest should be in from World War HI.
ed.
Johnson and his aides have
K1 Toro, California next week.
He was commander of Debeen testifying in secret sessHe's in the Marines.
ion before a five-admiral court stroyer Squadron 30 during the
Suez crisis of .1958, and thereWe don't know whet happened of inquiry investigating the -loss after rose rapidly through
the
Bucher.
Pueblo
by
of
the
to the yaws. There the house
ranks. He now is commandant
touched
has
testimony
Their
was all jammed Am with four
of the 13th Naval District, with
boys, and we gaerantee you upon highly classified areas headquarters in Seattle, Wash.
harmful
to
the
be
which
could
they do take up space, and now
Scheduled to testify with
they are scattered to the four security of the United States.
Johnson was commander of ((Continued on Back Page)
winds.

Golani Infantry Brian "attack" during
eli forces go through
irogram.

•

This is tits way of life however.
ti3lids do grow vp and assume
positions in the World. They arean
Rebecca
alwarame
ow ll boys to their par•
ever. The third oldest
cats
bowled us over when he told
he was repairing radio and
radar on fighter planes. We
just could not conceive of his
Kentucky Baptist
Miss Rebecca Jane Tarry of ment of the
doing anything so technical and
Murray and Larry David Nich- Convention.
essential.
They are two of twenty colols of Oweesboro, both students
at Murray; State. University,
Paul Wee hands us a note have bees
iii.pointed Baptist
which says that Anders, one of
Student Union summer missionthe Apollo 8 crew which made
aries by the Student Depart.
the moon trip is tlie son of the
skipper of the U.SS Panay

earry Named
ni
As ssionary To Jamaica

The Omicron Alpha chapter Jane Alley, Sylvia Carrico,
of the Tau Phi Lambda Soror- Glenda Smith, Loretta Jobs.
ity of the Woodmen of the
Others assisting in raising the
World presented a Resusie-An- money for the welfare project
Me to the local chapter of the were: Uncle Waugh, Carolyn
American Red Cross to be us- Sexton, Doris Metcalf, Jean Ried in teaching mouth to mouth cherson, Nancy Hicks, Jane Stalresuscitation. The presentation lions, Carolyn Parks and Bevwas made on Tuesday evening erly Young.
M 7:30 p.m. by Mrs. Glenda
Smith, President of the Woodmen Sorority. Accepting the life
size mechanical doll were Jean
Blankenship, Red Cross chapter
secretary; Lester Nanny, Red
Cross Chapter Chairman and
Pat Rogers and Sue Roberts,
Co-chairmen of First Aid Services.
The Resusie-Annie will b c
used by First Aid and Water
Sales of Type 23 Dark Fired
Safety instructors in teaching Tobacco resumed Tuesday on
in the local educational institu- the Murray Tobacco Market aftions, elemntary, secondary, ter being cancelled on Monday
university, as well as commun- due to the heavy snowfall
An average of $51.33 was reity schools such as Licensed
Practical Nursing school. It will ported ter the sales on Tuesday
be used by the Rescue Squad, with 322.540 pounds sold for
Scout groups, and local indus- $185.562.76, according to 011ie
try. Any community organizat- Barnett, reporter for the local
ion desiring a course in First market.
The average for the sales on
Aid or Water Safety may contact the local Red Cross chap- last week was $51.21 with an
average of $49.41 reported for
ter in the Court House.
The Woodmen chapter hopes the first week. An all time high
the community will take ad- average of $51.39 was reached
vantage of this teaching device in the report of sales for Tuesand contact the Red Cross chap- day. January, 21, according to,
ter so that the Aesusie-Annie Barnett.
The final sale of Type 35 Air
can be used to the best advantage for Murray and Calloway Cured tobacco was set for yesterday, but was postponed until
County citizens.
The sorority chapter met in Friday, January 31.
Sales of Type 23 dark air curthe home of Mrs. Beverly
Young on Peggy Ann Drive for ed will continue on the four
the presentation. Committee Murray floors, Doran's, Farris.
for this service project were Growers, and Planters, until further notice.

Sales Of Dark
Fired Tobacco
Resume Here

Resusl•Anitio — Mos. Glenda Smitb, president of Omicron Alpha chapter of Tau
Phi Lambda, Woodmen Betrerity, presonts Resusi-Annie to the local Red Cross chapter.
Chapter chairman Lester tlansty eeeepts the Craning aid -which will be used by water safety
Instructors in mouth to ineeith resuscitation and also by first aid Instructors.
Staff Photo by Ed Collie

Hams, Bacon, Hog's
Jaws, Stolen From
Chaney Smokehouse

a

Hazel Patrol
Places First
Scout Derby

Young Mother And
Two Children Die
In Fire Tuesday

The Chaney Smokehouse loMrs. Linda Sue Whitehair,
cated in the vicinity of
age 25, and two of her daugh5th and Elm Streets was b
ters, Kathy Sue, age four, and
en into sometime between
Robin Diane, age -eight months,
p. m. Monday and 8:05 a.
died early Tuesday morning in
Tuesday, according to the
a fire at their trailer home a(Continued on Beek Page)
port released by Chief of
The Eagle Patrol, Troop 73. bout two miles west of Calvert
lice James Brown this mo
non first place in the an- City.t
ing.
Klondike Derby, held at
Her hutband. James D. WhiteStolen from the smokehouse the Hoy Scout Reservation on hair, age 30, gakt thpir other
-0'
were twelve hams, twenty-four Kentucky Lake. Saturday, Jan- daughter, Lisa Jane, age two,
Larry David Niche&
sides of bacon, and one hun- uary 25.
The members of the Murray
received second and third de— to Mountaino
High School Speech and Dedred pounds of hog's jaw, acgree burns and were taken to
bate Club have participated in
Bear Patrol. Troop 77, of The Benton Municipal Hospital.
!ege students appointed in the cording to the police report.
1869 -a tournament for ,the ninth
James Chaney notified the Murray placed second, the Arlargest summer mission proIt is thought an oil heater Mrs, Patricia Futrell of
Murray Police Department_ yes- row Patrol of Troop 49. Benton, apparently exploded and set Ryan Avenue was injured in a time this year. The group O.
three car accident lest night at tended the first annual Pens.
terday morning about 8:15 and third, and the Raccoon Patrol fire to the trailer home.
Rebecca Jane Tarry
pm on North 12th and rile Forensic Totuviment at
8:18
an
investigatiow•vine
made
of
by
Troop
73,
Hazel.
fourth.
Whitehair
said
he was awak— to Jamaica
the city police.
last
Saturthly.
The Klondike Derby is an ened by a strong light in the Payne Streets, according to the Madisonville
The lock on the door of the annual winter event of the bedroom. An explosion follow- report filed by the investigat- More than 25 schools from thin
The local Mobile Lodge has
smokehouse had been torn off, Choctaw Boy Scout District. The ed and the room burst into hig officers of the Murray Po- area participated.
-—
purchased toys and games to
according to the police.
Winning top aselerda der the _
District includes Calloway. Mar- flames. He said he fled from lice Department.
send to the children in response
Murray teem were Debrii 1.
shall, and Graves counties.
the room and then went back
A to an appeal by Jack W. Brady,
The injured woman was treatbry, second place in dramatic
Vaasa Pro's ister•ational
to
try
to
rescue
his
family,
but
ed
for
minor
contusions
and
reSuperintendent of the Kentucky
Troops friim Mayfield, Farm- was only able to get Lisa Jane. leased at the emergency room interpretation; Butch HumphSchool for the Deaf in Danville
ington, Benton, Calvert City,
Funeral services for the mo- of the Murray-Calloway County reys, second place in boys exby
United Press International
The Kentucky School for the
temp; Donna Jones in original
Murray, and Hazel, furnished ther and two children will be Hospital, according to
hospital oratory and
Cloudy with occasional rain
Deaf is a state-supported school
Molly Stubblefield
twelve teams for the event. Friday at one p. m. at the Col- officials.
D.
Mitchell
of
Phillip
Murray
and at present there are 330 today through Thursday. High
in
humorous interpretation,
Larry Lin Gilmore
is reported to be improving fol- Trophies were given for first, lier Funeral Home, Benton,
Cars involved in the collishandicapped children enrolled. today mostly in the 50s. Low
— to Vietnam
lowing his heart attack on Fri- second, and third places, fourth with burial in the Providence ion were a 1968 Oldsmobile two both receiving finalist certifiAccording to the parents of one tonight upper 30s west and cencates.
day, January 17, while on a place was awarded a ribbon, Cemetery.door hardtop driven by Jay
of the Calloway County child- tral to 40s east. Cooler from gram ever undertaken by the
Other students attending the
business trip to Dallas, Texas. with the remaining teams re_Mrs. WhItehair is also surviv,;„ Futrell of 1609 Ryan Avenue
Student Department.
ren attending that institution, west Thursday.
- by tier mother, Mrs. Jessie in which Mrs. Futrell, was a tournament included: Ernie
He is a patient in Room 204, ceiving ribbons for participat.
Miss_ Tarry. daughter of Mr.
are seven dormitories
ing.
Compton. and stepfather, Elvis passenger, a 1968 Chrysler four Williams, Mike Ward, Bill PinkKentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 355.2, and Mrs. Mack Thomas Tarry, East Dallas Hospital and Clin,c,
each
which has • game room
skin, Suzanne Jones, Jennifer ,
Briefly. the Klondike Derby Compton, sister, Miss Dorothy door sedan owned by
8003 Victor, Dallas, Texas. His
1510
Sycamore
Street,
and
Buel
stationary.
Below
dam
314.4.
needin {tames and equipment
wife, the former Euva Nell is an event requiring 6 to 80 Mae Compton, and two half Stalls and driven by Michael Taylor, Darlene Stuart, Jayda
granddaughter
of
Mrs.
Metes
down
1.0.
for She children.
boy teams pulling homemade brothers, William
Earl and F. Stalls, 407 North 5th Street; Stuart, Linda Showman, and
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 354.7, Linn, 104 South 14th Stre0t, Mitchell, has been with him
Ve Calloway County childWende Flood. Accompanying
sleds over a 8-mile course car- James Richard Compton, all of and a 1969 Javelin
he
became
ill.
since
has
bean.assigned
to
the
two door the group were
island
ren at the Danville school are down 0.3; Below dam 322.9, up
Mr. and Mrs.
rying
approximately
100 Cadiz.
•
Mrs
daughter.
oldest
His
of
hardtop
Jamaica
in
driven
the
by
British
West
Hilda
Ann
Todd Russell, Mildred Woods, 0.2.
J. W. Stuart and Ronald Beshpounds. All along the way, stattalked
Nanny
Glenn
(Phyllis).
Jones
of
Kirksey
Route
Two.
Sunrise 7:02: sunset 5:18.
Paul "Bubba" Gropn, Jr.. and
ear.
by telephone with her father ions were set-up requiring the!
Moon rel. 4:45 a.m.
Tony Forres. All but Tony ForBeshear, coach for the stulast night and she said he seem- Scouts to demonstrate their!
said
Stalls
was
Police
going
ma are in the elementary graddents, reports that the team
skills in cooking, first aid, corned
to
Nanny,
be
doing
well.
Mrs.
north on North 12th, started to
, FIVE-OAT FORECAST'
es while Tony is • high school
will be participating in four
her husband, and her sister. pass work, fire building, signalmake a left turn into Payae events
LOUISVILLE, Ky (UPI) —
student.
during the month of
ing, and other skills normally
today
Miss
Kathy
Mitchell,
left
Street when he hit the Futrell February,:
St
•
In view of the continuing The five-day Kentucky weather
At Owensboro on
to visit their parents at Dallas. used in the field.
car
going
south
on
North
12th
outlook,
Thursday
through
Monneed for equipment of this naFebruary 1; in Paducah on FebMrs. W. Z. Carter and Mrs. Street. The Jones
braved the cold
Troop
73
car
was
folday:
ruary 15; in Murray on Febture, any interested person or
weekend weather and camped George Hart have accepted an lowing the Stalls car and could ruary 15,
Temperatures will average 2
organization which desires to
and at Devices County
invitation to appear on the
Friday
Reservation
Scout
the
at
not
stop
in
time
to
avoid
hitting
to
10
degrees below the normal
on February 22.
help in this worth-while cause
evenUig program of the Wickcarryini
patrols
two
night.
The
end,
the
rear
It
in
according
to
is requested to contact George 41-50 highs and 22-32 lows.
liffe Baptist Church, Wickliffe,
the colors for the Hazel Troot
the police report.
One half to one inch of preHodge or any other member of
Sunday, February 2.
Raccoons
and
Eagles
the
Mr.
Kerry
and
Lamb,
were
sun
of
the local Moose Lodge, accord- cipitation is expected early in Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wakefield
Damage to the Futrell car
The
program
will
include'
Patrol!
ing to a spokesman for the the period and about the first — to Lend Between The Lakes Mrs. Earl Eugene Lamb of Cold- Members of the two
talks and the showing of slides was on the front end and left
Simmons.
Steve
are:
Hazel
water,
Farmington
from
Route
One,
of next week.
lodge.
(Continued on Sack Pap) has recovered from his recent Jr., Ass't. Scoutmaster; Robert of their recent tour of the front fender, to the Stalls car
on the front end and left front
Funeral services for Lee
illness and started track to L. Waters, Jr., Senior Patrol Middle East, Paul Harting, minLeader; Richard Gee. Ass't ister of the church, and his fender, and to the Jones car Caldwell of Murray Route Three
school today,
on the front bumper and front were held today at two pm. at
His mother said the first Senior Patrol Leader; David wife, and Mrs. Richard Cocke
the Palestine United Methodist
grade student has recovered Waters, Instructor; Loyd Allen who made the trip also, will end.
completely from the attack of McClure, Troop Quartermaster; join the group program.
Tuesday at 3:50 p.m. a two Church with Rev. W. A.-FarmThe tour, sponsored by Revl
meningitis that he suffered Tim Erwin, Buck Erwin. Greg
car collision occurred at South er and Rev. Errid Caldwell
Palmersville, Tenn., officiating.
January 10. He was a patient Byers. Kenneth White, Barry Wayne Dehoney. Louisville, be- filth and Poplar Streets.
Pallbearers were Luther HenInvolved were a 1963 Buick
at the Mayfield Hospital while Braboy, Wayne Holsapple, Nic- gan December 26 and included
ky Wilkerson, Mike Paschall, Bible lands in Cairo, Egypt; four door driven by Hugh Hurt don, Morris Caldwell, Luther
he was ill.
Beirut, Levanon; Nicosia, Cyp- of 601 Vine Street;, and a 1565 Compton, Ray Lassiter, Al LabKerry had planned to start and Jeff Waters.
rus; Isreal, Arabia, the Gaza
driven by Judith or, and William McKinney. Burback to school on Monday, but
Troop 73 is sponsored by the Strip; Rome and Athens. The Ford two door
Ann Beam of Murray Route ial was in the Palestine Cemedue to weather conditions the Hazel Elementary School P.T.A.
The Police said th4 Beam car tery with the arrangements by
.school did not open until today. Leaders of the troop this trip was made by plane.
was
going north on South 9th the Bialock-Coleman Funeral
weekend were: Hoyt McClure,
pulled out from the Home.
Street,
Troop Committeeman; Bennie
Caldwell, age 67, died Monstneet,
and collided with
stop
Simmons, Ass't. Scoutmaster:.
day at seven p m. at the Mur
Page)
Beck
(Continued
on
and Maj. (Ret.) Robert L. Watray-Calloway County Hospital.
ers. Scoutmaster.,
He and his wife have been reCleo Sykes, District C&A
siding here since August 1965
Harvey W. Thomas, native
The New Concord Parents and
chairman, had charge of the of Murray,
after his retirement as a bus
died Tuesday at
Teachers .Club will sponsor a
arrangements and was assisted Lourdes Hospital,
driver in Detroit, Mich. He was
Paducah. He
Country Music Show on Saturby members of Ship 45, Explor was a resident
a member of the Elm Grove
of Paducah.
day, Febj-uary 1, from'seven to
Fire Department Baptist Church.
er Scouts 'of Murray, and Post
Survivors
are two sisters. The Murray
ten p.m.
ansvihed a two alarm fire yes130, Explorer Scouts of Farm- Kra. Sallie
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
Sloan of Paducah
Featured on the program will
ington.
and Mrs. Daisy Bloomfield of terday at 11:10 a. m. to the Floy Hicks Caldwell; two daughbe Bobby and Danny and the
Mother Goose Nursery, 1112 ters, Mrs. Darwin (PM) Holt
Detroit, Mich., and
several
Country Boys, Gene King and
Olive Street.
and Mrs. Don (Mary) Robinson;
TWO CITED
nieces and nephews.
the Kingsmen, Dwain Bell and
A fire department spokesman son, Charles Caldwell; four sisPrivate funeral services were
the Turner Brothers, and other
held today at 9:30 p. nt at the said someone had placed a plas- ters, Mesdames Johnny Fergulocal bands.
Two persons weft cited by Roth Fervent Chapel, Paducah, tic clothes basket on or near son, Cord Cochran, -Al labor,
The admission Aral_ be _25
a heater and it caught on fire.
110141 WIWI of Ifki sews bid ogees aft severe, eteeettiretof the toisi flinsimiLeifee
-brothcents for children and one dol- the Murray Pollee Department with Rev. James Johnston -of- Only minor smoke damage was and lieffeY Xerley 1
—ieft N tIght, George Hedge (Governer), Max Bray, James H. McKinney, E. H. Lax, Jr., and
lar for adults. Refreshments on Tuesday. They were for pub- ficiating. Burial was in the reported and the fire was out ers, Allegi and@nest Caldwell;
O. C. 11•11.
ten grandchildren.
Oak Grove Cemetery.
•
drunkenness.
will be sold at the program.
tin arrival of the firemen.

Mrs. Futrell Murray High
Injured In Students Win
Wreck Here

Moose Lodge
Sends Gifts
To School

lager

Vol. LXXXX No. 24

WEATHER REPORT

Phillip Mitchell
Is Now Improving

Two Local Women
To Tell Of Travels
In The Middle East

Kerry Lamb Returns
To School Today

Lee Caldwell Rites
Are Held Today

Harvey W. Thomas
Dies On Tuesday

Music Show Planned
At New Concord

Two Alarm Fire Is
Answered Tuesday
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

artist
If You Suspect Dick Martin
Is a Swinger, You're Right

Se mem the right to mine say Advertiabig Letters to the editor.
however, are in their 20s, beau- ea,- Martin says with the same
or Public Voice items which. in our opinion. are not for this best
By VILKNON SCOTT
wallish Intensity he displays
interest of our readers.
UPI Hollywood Cerrespeadeat tiful and single.
the NBC-TV series.
on
Martin
frequently
takes
then
HOLLYWOOD UPI) — The
NATIONAL RIPRISENTATIVES: WALLACH wrisszn00., 1111111
There belittle domestic strain
Machete Ave. MostiolOsi. ideas Tbne At Life Bldg., New York. N.Y. principal difference between out to dinner—one at a
in Dick Martin. He likes his
4_ Ride. Detroit. MM.
Dick Martin of "Rowan and and then to one of several dle- ladies to Ogee up to the house
which
coteques
to
he
belongs:
Martin's laugh-In" and the
KDogalas the Post ant* laartely. ILontisolo. toe tranatalaikm as off-screen Martin Is the come- The Daisy, The Factory and and fix dinner for him while he
relaxes with a drink. A cleaning
Sesead Clegs Matter
The Candy Store.
1
dian's I.Q.
lady takes care of the dust and
the
Late
in
evening
he
us- dishes.
4
Away Dom the cameras,
INIESCREFTION RATES: Ity Canter in bairns,, per week Se, per
month $1.10. In Calloway and adjoining orturielen Per ysar, *AO; Martin is bright and articu- ually invites them up to his
Frequently during the suma
house
for
game
of
pool
or
3, $11.00; Sembere $13.110 AU survine subseripticem $11.00. late. On the show he is a dumEon. 1
mer months Dick throws noisy
perhaps
a
starlight
plunge
in
dum with nothing but sex and
•
'TM tletemeding CNN Med ef a Csamanalty M Se
his swimming pool which over- parties around the pool. If the
parties on his mind.
neighbors complain. Martin in* Intepete of Me Nemeaper"
the
cliff.
hangs
He
has
often
The latter activities occupy
vites them to Join the party.
a certain amount of his waking said he'd rather have a night- He's not mad at anyone.
cap
with
a
lady
at
his
pad
behours. A considerable amount.
When his mind isn't on the
In contrast with the happily cause it is more comfortable ahow or parties or ladies, Dick
and
plush
than
the
one-bedRowan.
married, serious Dan
is on the golf course where he
By UNITED PHIS* ENTISNATIONAL
Martin is one of Hollywood's room apartments with bull- shoots a respectable game.
fighter
posters
in
which
many
great swingers.
He and partner Rowan see
Once married and divorced. starlet ladles live.
very little of one another exMIAMI — Capt.. James 0. Brown, telling his answer
bartender—
Martin--a former
Dick's living room is largely cept when they are playing
to two Men who forced their way into the cockpit of his lives In a faultlessly appointed occupied by a professional
dee clubs on the road. Then they
_National Airlines jetliner and hijacked it:
a
clings
to
UP THE CREEK—Cars are strewn about as a small, peaceful creek becomes a roaring river
bachelor pad which
pool table. And he is expert at find time for golf during the
in the small community of Rodeo Grounds. All residents of the 12-home village were
Hills
heroes
aboard
no
Hollywood
"/ wired him that there were
crag in the
the game.
day. At night Rowan has a bite
above the Sunset Strip. He has
"escued as rains continued in California.
and IPS were ring to Havana."
Colorful Surroundings
to eat before going to bed.
an unobstructed view of the The
Not Martin. He's out looking
furnishings
are
colorful,
becity
bustling
role in "Airport" which stars
and the
U PI)
HOLLYWOOD
Sen. John 0. Pastore, D.-11.1., incomfortable and new. There for ladies. He likes them.
low' his living room.
Famous Team Wins
top Burt Lancaster and Dean Mara
landed
Kennedy
George
troducing an Wiellecesatul motion to amend the Senate's
tin
One is led to suspect he keeps are objets d'art in nooks and
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —Bob
filibuster rule:
an eye on "ladies- from this crannies. Modern paintings
Hope and Bing Crosby won
clutter
the
walls.
three-fiftbs
rule,
that
would
"If we would ever get a
aerie.
election to the Hollywood PalAlmanac
Martin applies the word He has a combination den
ace Show Business Hall of
be the end—that would be the end of all this nominee
and
bar
which
is
one
of
the
le
to
female
age
"lady- to any
Fame.
we go through year after year."
by
United
Press
International
moat
interesting
rooms
a
in
having
the
1411 Olive Blird.
mind
80 who doesn't
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 29,
few drinks and gulag out on hcuse. Dick has decorated It
— FIZZ PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Husband-Wife
Team
ZURICH. Switzerland — King Hussein of Jordan, the town. His favorite ladles.
the 29th day of 1969 with 336
Truly "hie Cleaning
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Rob!bone 753-311E1
to follow.
praising President Nixon for his peace efforts in the
ert Goulet and Carol Lawrence,
with great care, giving it a
The
moon
is
between
its
first
Mideast:
married offscreen, will co-star
bachelor flavor with a few arquarter and full phase.
in a segment of "Name of the
"I have great hopes that he will be one 01 the
tistic nude paintings.
The
morning
stars
are
Jupiter
Dame."
world's greatest leaders . . . we hope, as far es thlgallai,_
"You notice you have to stop
,by here and have a -drink or and Mercury,
Is concerned. that lb* haterican policy will be
KIR
two before you get to the knell- ' The evening eters are Saturn
future a more evele-11111110161 one and a more pedal*
and Venus.
member.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
one to h44Milligg. OMSK the desired objective Qua law
On this day in history:
In 1964, the United States
a status he will never lose, and
IN W. Main Street
Phone 753-2121
Ey JACK GAvits
and durable pesos."
In
1861,
Manses
entered
the
launched
an
unmanned
Saturn
now Americans at last will get
1391.1)ransa Faller
Union
as
the
34th
state.
rocket
which
crashed
on
the
to know him
WASHINGTON — President Nixon, commenting to
In 1900, the American Saw moon four days later.
NEW YORK t UPI — WhatLuke's play is an odd one.
ever else may be said about this It is the drama of the bitter ball League was founded.
A thought for the day — ••
reporters who asked him to nick 'an ht Tr4t , ''Atte"
In 1963, Fiume east the first After the fall of France to Gerthe ears—as former President Johnson had done with Broadway season, and a lot of frustration of the life of an
It isn't good, it must be ad- eccentric, sometimes brilliant, of many votes aasinst Britain's many Charles de Gaulle said,
a beagle in a celebrated incident a few years ago:
mitted that It has had the fair
"Let the record show that Irish setters have very fortune to bring us three un- anti-social British writer, Fred- entry in the European Common "France has lost a battle: but
NOTICE
dick William Rolfe, an actual Market. Britain dill is not a France has not idet the war."
sensitive ears."
usual plays of merit in which personality at the Urn of the
there ate astounding perform- Century. He was enamoured of
ances by the leading men.
Catholicism, if not happy with
First, there was "The Great the way the Church was being
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale two
White Hope" and James Earl run at the time. Much of his
will striogthIle ghee& In the Lard; tad they dial Jones' remarkable bigger-than. bitterness stemmed from the
tracts of standing, marked hardwood timber conlife performance in a Weer- tact that after years of study,
walk up ea& diswifbis nen* smith the laid.
taining an estimated 900,000 board feet. The timber
than-life drama
—Zechariah 10:11. Next was "The Man in the he twice was rejected for the
Is located in Land Between the Lakes, Lyon County,
We can be truly Olisistian only when our lives are Glass Booth." with its astound- priesthood. He wrote • novel.
"Hadrian VII." in which such
Kentucky, approximately 14 miles north of Golden
midergirded and sustained by •spiritual strength that ing interpretation of a split• person suddenly Is taken Into
•
canes from God.
Pond.
Personality character by Don- the Church, accidentally eleald Pleasance.
vated to Pope and sets about
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest ManageLately arrived from England making drasUc reforms
4
ment Section: Land Between the Lakes, Tennessee
Is -Hadrian VII" by newcomer
Luke's plat, is basleallfthe
Peter Luke, a fascinatinti, com- fantasy of this novel, but he
Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, unt1,1 10
pelling drama in Its own right, ties it in with Rolfe's own mean
LeDOICIL•THOM FILE
Central Standard Time, February 11, 1969.
but made even more so by the existence in which he is houndperformance of Alex McCowen ed by debtors and the inevitaParties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
Mrs. Bettie Patterson, age 48, Mrs. Pate Wilson, age in the title role
bility of his own tragic end It
timber should contact the above office. Bid forms
SO. and Joel Pliaeliall, age 90, are the deaths reported
Here is a characterization Is a subtle piece of play-naising
created mostly in low key with that is leanly written and is
and detailed Information may be obtained from the
today.
George E Overbey, Jr.. son at Mr. *Ind Mrs. George Z. a subtlety, a polish. • dedica- always an target Peter Dews'
forester in charge, Land Between the Lakes, Golden
ting to minute detail that direction is adept technically
Overbey at 707 Olive Street, sninosted recruit training'
Peed, Kentucky, telephone number 924-5632.
metes for pure theatrical de. and emotionally
ii
January MI at the Marine Cetpe liscrult Depot. Parris light.
-- There is a fine all-around
McCowen is a veteran British cast. Including Brine)* Sturges&
.eareerinreeorearearsreareareevrerevearearee.a..............aree•
R. L Cooper, civil detente selmgeletrator, Calloway player, who has seldom lacked Marie Paxton. William Needles.
gmeibote. -County Health Department, spoke 10 a reeeht meeting far',ors at home and who has 011110.Fenwick, Gerard Parkes.
of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club. been here with visiting corn, Richard Nicholls Christopher
ii
ponies three times previously Hewett, LCR115 Zorich. Truman
14
His tic was -The Law MO — The Civil.Defense Law.- for 'short stays He
is one of Chide. and Neil Fitzgerald
ha ,
B. W. Maroon& spoke on "Co
-Operatives" at the those much-appreciated perThe play has been handsome11*_aufl
01Murray High 4-H Club held at the Ex- formers, as skilled as any, who ly set and costumed by Robert
has never made that one big Pletcher for Lister Oster Pro" IMMESH Oa_*.
me
splash that comes to a few ductions, Bill Freedman and
tsich occasionally when fate Charles Kasher.
ball
links thentr with just the right
"Hadrian VII" is serious
sae
play at the right time
theater at its beet, and you
sbc
"Hadrian 'VII" Is - it foe „should go to the Helen Hayes
LIDGaR a TIKES FHA
the
McCowers ft made him a really Theater and' seeit as soon as
big man in the British theater. possible
he
An overflow crowd of taxmen and their families
South
Korean
marines
remove
bags
301
RICE
RED
22$
TONS
Of
met with local and visiting agricultural leaders yesterof enemy rice- 225 tons of it from a cache found 10 miles
gee
day morning in the little auditorium at Murray State
trot
northwest of 1Ftoi An, South Vietnam, one of the biggest
College for the seventh annual meeting of the Calloway
hauls of the war In 24 days allied troops seized enough rice
County Soil Improvement Association and Valley Coundus
to feed a 10,000-man enemy division for three months and
ties of Kentucky Cooperative.
De(
enough ammunition to supply it for one month
Mrs
Willie
Agatber
Wilson,
age
68,
died
January
36
ANI
at
the
home
of
her daughter, Mrs. Bob Overcast of
!Cif
EDO.
Hazel
Six new members of the Lions Club are John Wintand_ ers. Vernon Anderson, Guthrie Churchill, John Cashon,
For
Carlos Jones, and Hera Douglas.
met
liet
rice
Bee
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Your Volkswagen dealer proudly presents
used cm that aren't "just like new:'

CLAY SHAW Pres a chuckle
as he WIN plietograpbers be
sahrsys'areaders beer they
Isierned to walk barintards"
as he guea_Lisseran-m-Pkne Ostrom tot a sesesto eif his
rensearecy trot is onsasue
*DM as Preettlinit Kennedy
a

I THE GRADUATE rzczeztumsor
I

There ore enough guys i-sushing "fuss As new"
used cots these days.
So it should be refreshing to learn'thot we're
pushing sesnethi09 0 lafffe different. Used cars
without the foe tolt. Used cons with nothing but 0
written guorcmteseto Speak lot them.
Arid it says a lot. Because off the major working
main ore covered 100%,
We guarantee to repair or replace the engir4,14_
ticeismissiore rear axle,front ourionstemblies tiocits
system, electrical system. for 30days or IMO miles.
'whichever comes first, for absolutely noting.
V" We've already fixed what needed fixing dotus'awes-boa-one trade in hove to pass to
get the ginstontee in she first place.'
So we con affords° be vs sure of our used cars.
They're morelle new Mon stiret of those **just
lie new"jobs.

Feature Times I:00, 3:0e, 7:00 and 9:141 p.m.
— Aidatiegien:

EMANNIUMS SOS Ma UR A dear strweiglesthrhqydertelltHer_la Illichigaa'a Upper Stenbiersta: neMent-reeard
seiewealln Abgealset etarvatina for -WARM it mere as them,
•
illeet of Meer threge is ansterbenat
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Tops in Chicken

The Pre-Teen Coat

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
UTHF.N it comes to main
"dishes, every cook has
a specialty. If yours happens
to be a chicken recipe, you
could be a winner providing
you take the time, right now.
to enter the National Chicken
Cooking Contest.
Men, women and children
from all over the United
States annually compete.
The variety of recipes entered
is astounding. As one who has
served on the judging panel
for ten years, I never fail to
marvel at the countless delicious ways there are to serve
broiler-fryers.

and enter the contest. The
deadline is February 15th so
get your entry blank by writing to Penthouse Kitchen, 373
Fifth Avenue, New York,
N.Y., 10016.
Maybe you will cook your
way to fame and fortune-top prizes are 81000 plus gift
appliances- when the contest
is held this June in Seaford,
Delaware, which is in the
heart of Delmarva chicken
otrs
g•i.ve
cou
ip
you an idea of the
kind of recipes that win, here
are three that took honors in
the 1968 cook-off.
DRUMMER BOY CHICKEN
oWianing Junior recipe by
Allen E. Boyle. Bangor. Mrl
6 broiler-fryer
drumsticks
1 cup bread crumbs
2 tablespoons chopped
blanched almonds
1 teaspoon paprika

Four Division.
There are -four diviiiVia in
the contest: Juniors IS to
171; Seniors i 17 and overi.
Portable Appliance; Outdoor
Barbecue
If you have a really great
recipe, why not take a chance
ecornes a roaring river
12-home village were

PS)

by Rosemary Getitilcore, Bethlehem, Pa.)
1 cup sour cream
(44 pint)
1 cup crtished potato
chips (meal
consistency)
% cup grated Switzerland
Swiss cheese
2 teaspoons minced
PIK'sleY
1 (2174 to 3 pound)
broiler-fryer chicken
cut in serving pieces
1 teaspoon paprika
1 teaspoon celery salt
In -small bowl, mix sour
cream, crushed chips, grated
cheese and parsley
Xrrange chicken pieces in
• shallow roasting pan: brush
with ,
1 sour cream mixture
and sprinkle with Vs teaspoon
each celery salt and paprika.
Bake uncovered at 350 F.
for 30 minutes
Turn chicken, brush with
remaining sour cream mixture
and sprinkle with is teaspoon
each celery salt and paprika.
Continue baking uncovered 30
minutes. Serves 4

n "Airport" which stars
..ancaster and Dean Mar-

ilaners

DELIVERY —
'base 753-1162

mn Co.
UARTERS

BUCKLED RED bands around neck and

bone 762-2121
#

waistline accent this smart coat with a
low-waisted navy top and bias-cut bottom
of red, white and navy plaid. Sizes .7-12.

•

DOUBLE-BREAD- navy Wool jersey
coat, a California creation, has orange
cuffs and notched lapels and chic cap.
Comes also in green with white trim

For Spring '69 Pre-Teen Coats Follow
The Leading Junior Silhouette Trends
Sy TAD ROWADY

OR SALE

ty offers for sale two
irdwood timber conmord feet. The timber
Lakes, Lyon County,
tiles north of Golden

r the Forest Manage- ir
the Lakes, Tennessee
I, Kentucky, unt41 10
February 11, 1969.

LEADING department
stores are beginning to show
Spring coats for fittip "Miss
Pre-Teener" along with selections from the junior and
adult collections. And since
the young girl's coat designers
are cogently aware that the
pre-teener is most, most impatient to grow up and wants,
at her tender age, to look and
drum like her older sierra,

they have clued this season's
designs with this important
fact in mind.
There is a wide variety in
silhouettes, details and fabrics
according to the National
Board of the Coat and Suit
Industry. Capes and the loose
silhouette are much,in evidence along with the A-line,
the straight line, belted and
shaped-1n loolkS

Contrasting colors are especially right and are used
frequently light with dark to
create added fashion impact.
Although colors run the gamut, the accent is on, the soft
aide and includes white and
many enhancing pastels.
Many of the new coats such
as the ones shown come with
matching hats for a total and
more finished smart look

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

WSM—TV
WLAC—TV
WSIX—TV
Channel 4
Channel S
elhanlIti
WEDNESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

Sp.— Maverick
Here Cons* the
''s
6 ls;',
Brion
700
Goodtime Hour
AI
• Peyton Pt. It
Good Guys
Monk
Mie:
Hail
Beverly
Music
Hili
onnes
:Go
8 :30 Musk Hall
"The Recers"
Green As/41

.2
L
IP

THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

5
6 11
7 1 ltddit:

CM:
0*V
CBS News
Country Junction
Wthr
Country Junction
Junction: wthr.
O
:SO Today: Paul Harvey Captairt Kangaroo .
r:f0 Today
Captain Kangaroye •
Mike Douglas Show
'113
.00 Snap Judgrrieni
7 :30 Concentration
Mike Douglas Show
n :00 Personality
Andy of Mayberry
Id :30 Hollywood Squares Rick Van Dyke Sheik_
love of Life,- News
Eye tr
11
Search tor Tomorrow

i

ALL WOOL SHETLAND shapes chic coat_ and matching
drum major hat. The top and sleeves are of pearl gray
trimmed with red braid and the bottom, cuffs and collar
are of navy Metal buttons Ighlight the bodice and sleeves.

-Family Theater
Bonnie Pruden $hwa
Bozo Show
Bozo Show
Bozo Show
Bozo Show
Romper Boon,
Romper Rooni
Mr. Ed
Hazel
Bewitched
Funny You Should Ask

THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

12

• • •
In favorable weather, about
60 persons a day reach the
top of the Alps' Matterhorn.
•

Movie
Movie
News
Joey Bishoo Show
Joey ilishoo Show
Joey Bishop Show
News

Ja,ary Verni the
'Wine Fondly
New,. Wihr ; Sports
Perry Mason
Perry Mason
Moyle:
"n. Wild One"
Moyle:

1 10iOrshill

The 270 rocks and islands of
the Aleutian chain comprise
an area of 4.222 square miles.

SnowS
:00 Days of Our Lives
:30 Crosiers
Another WaykS
- 3a You Don't Say
ao Match Game:. News
•30 Flintstories
qu
otnces
T
Arfuetirs•Censti
30
t00 Afternoon Show
:30 Huntley•lir ink ley

2 .05
•
•

4
c
.0

•

-

News: Sineina Cony Dreamn House
As the World Turns
Let's Make a Deal
Many Spiendored
D.tow
Newlscaied
s...
Garne
Dunlop Lien.
Secret Storm
General Hospital
One Lite To /Iv*
Ettas,_aL Night
Linkletter Show: New, Pack Shadows
Gilthia.vs isiand
Batman
Hittbiitifi
"e
LiVzv
e
N.97T74ror From the 1
News
Year 5000"
CBS Evening News
Maverick

THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Mayer ick
Ugliest Girl In Town
F:ying Nun
Bret
Mal Glea
Movie, _a.
105
or
"The Private War Journey to Unknown
Journey 10 Unknown
Homesteaders
Sports
.03 News: Wtnr • Sports New, wow.: Sports News: Wthr
Munson Outdoors
Moyle:
.30 roroom Shaw
Joey Dishes, Show
"TIs, Mir acle of
11
.00 -lenient Show
Show
Fatima"
Joey Bishop
Our Lady
▪ 10 Tonight Shp.
:0
Joey !Mhos) Show
Griffin Sheer
I a) —raer.
Movie
New,
Griffin Show
,31 Mery
_
▪
110 Mery Gratin Show
▪
•33
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g the aforementioned
(we office. Bid forms
be obtained from the
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; Sports
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1 teaspoon salt
% teaspoon ginger
% teaspoon cinnamon
% cup melted butter
Wash drumsticks and pat
dry. Combine crumbs, almonds, paprika, salt, ginger
and cinnamon.
Dip each drumstick in
melted butter and then in
crumb mixture, coating well.
Place drumstick-s in greased
jelly roll pan and pour remaining crumb mixture and
butter over all.
Bake at 375 F. for 1 hour.
Baste often with pan drippings. Remove to serving
plates. Serve with Orange
Sauce Serves 4 to 6.
ORANGE SAUCE
1 cup sour cream
1 , teaspoon salt
1.2 cup orange juice
combine all ingredients in
saucepan blending well. Heat
and serve with drumsticks.

tecii•ta.

FINAL BRUSHING This mottled Japanese bantam cockerel
gets a final "tooth-brushing's from its owner, 12-year-old
Toy Simpson, prior to winning a blue ribbon in an Orlando.
Florida. fowl show.

The first President to be
.elected without receiving a plu-rality of the popular vote was
John Quincy Adams.
• • •
The first military flight was
mode at Ft. Sam Houston,
Tex., in 1919 by 1st Lt. Benjamin Foulois in a Wright biplane.
• • •
Family auto ownership in
Los Angeles County. California,

In the world.
.

• • •
No. 10 Downing Street has
been the official residence of
Prime Ministers of England
since 1735. says Collier's EncYClopedia.

-

to ChevronIslandfor
IslandlOseTine China"

4 1
6
0Me

GRATED SWITZERLAND SWISS cheese, sour cream and
chips make prize-winning coating for Angelic Chicken.

THE SEASONING paprika, salt, ginger and cinnamon
plus almonds give Drummer Boy Chicken a great flavor

They Took
Top Prizes

proudly presents
just like new':

ting "iust like new-

o learn shotwere

Rerent. Used tors
with nothing but o
thaw
the asolot working

•

replace labs ervio:!. 11k

oneweltes,bfttlie
I clays or 1030 stoles.

iluttly nothing.
rtptided Ciong disn-ltove to pass to
ace- re of our US•Si cars.
Co. of those "lull
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DRUMSTICK HAL-F of the wings make De Imarvalous Mtni-Sticks. They are dipped in
buttermilk then into flour sparked wtth paprika pepper Parmesan cheese add .0'1011810.

DEI-MARVALOUS
MINI-STICKS
Wiltitiag portable appliance
recipe by Mrs. Rose Lewis
Van Tassel, Wyo.)
1 teaspoon monosodium
glutamate
% cup flour
is cup grated Parmesan
cheese
I teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon paprika
ls teaspoon pepper
% teaspoon powdered
(ground) oregano
3 pounds broiler-fryer
chicken wings (use only
"drumstick" halfl
cup buttermilk
1% cups cooking oil
Blend dry ingredients in
shallow dish.
Dip chicken pieces in buttermilk; shake to remove excess. Roll in flour mixture.
Heat oil in electric skillet at
350 F. Add chicken drumsticks, a few at a time. Cook
until golden brown on both
sides, turning once. Drain an
absorbent paper. Serves 4 to 6.
ANGELIC CHICKEN
Winaiso Senior Range reripo

OI L
ibenni•fi......

Start your set of lovely Island Rose Fine China today. Now you can own this gracefully
fluted, delicately designed china for less than half the usual retail price. So, come to
Chevron Island, south of the Standard sign, and get your 4-piece set:'dinner plate, salad
plate,cup and saucer for just $1.29 when you buy 8 or more gallons of Chevron•• gasoline.
•Casres ir on your Chevron National Credit Card if you prefer

Cmcv•o• Lit s.G•i•

•
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The flight musculature of
the hummingbird is one-third
its weight and the strongest of
any bird.

_
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A — Under•ram VA poStry, top ball carrier over a threetop prize of 6150 in a
painting that
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is
at
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e veteran may receive seich year period. gaining 2,334Cannon, "were on checks to
Cape Coral, Fla., art exhibit. "Some cif my paintings," says
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4,4
vgpopepcs Lo(g, ••-ho as a film sensation in the early 1940s right i amounted to a nathew Wer'production hapard because women working in factories imitated her hair-over-and accidental----bairstyle in Landes. She said_ a
oue-eye style, shoVs-Cdriver sew
. Sas stove exploded in her face about six months ago and took most of bar-hair. It's only
shout three!aches long now. She is in London to promote her autobiography-and for TV.

MORE. PROOF TIIAT SAV-RITE CONTINUES TO BRING YOU LOW

Centennial Scrapbook
.
100:
-it

is
IS tempting to connect this somewhat
fashion with the position of wornen at this thee."
The quotation is from sway and Clothes: An Illustrated liMetary of Costasp4 by R.. Broby-Johanmen, tnewly .published by Reinhold Book Corp.._
New York). The reference is to the bustle which,
in 1869 fashion dictates, took the place—in part—
of the hoop skirt. FL Broby-Johansen, looking
backward. continued, 'The fussy dress . , overladen with fringes. pleats and bows, made woman
look burdened .
. This was emphasized like a
clenched fist thrust into the small of the back."
The bustle, like the hoop-shirt it replaced in
fashion among the pretentious, depended upon a
steel frame. Both obviously required an amplitude
of sinks, velvets, Pleats. bows, ruffles, "to convey
an impression of wealth. The wife's position was
not sleighs thit or the husband, whose social position depended ea how much capital he had behind
him," R. liroby-Johansen observed.
However, the bustle had a tight-fitting dress
that em
-the eibluptuous shapes and
curves
the body. The wasaan of this tune was
fully conscious of her feats.* attributes," R. BrobyJohansen adds • in an appespriate footnote to the
annals of 1869. when woman took their first important steps toward legal emancipation from the
restrictions of meters (op aota# in No. 4-E of.
-this series].
•
CLARK KLNNAIRD
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Fashionabis sliblepatto in
INA when battik took
the pion of lissp-shirt.
Many be-waffirers had
elaborate chignons to project hairdos backward also. j) Thai changing Isnyde silhouette in
centuries.
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On All Kodacolor Film
Developing and Printing

•

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,Only
BRING IN YOUR FILM AND SAVE!SAVE! SAVE!
COMPARE' HEAL TH & BEAUTY AIDS

ALKAELTZER
HMS

MS

1172

WM

BAYER
for relief of
gastric hyperacidity.

the video air as a 110-nliarae daytime program.

dt
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•
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for black & white film..
$1.1141
Value
$109

!Me Value
38'

100 ct. For fast
pain relief.
—
98*
Value

CHOICE OF PROFESSIONAL
HAIR STYLISTS

91.98
Value

OLD SPICE AFTER SHAVE

Ultra brightens breath
ast ultra brightens
teeth!
$1.011 Value

ultra brite

IDRIsTram I
Getdeep
relief with

As An Ocean Breese!

JADE EAST &
ENGLISH LEATHER

LUSTRE
CREME

All Discount Priced!

HAIR
SPRAY
Holds
without
stickiness
12-oz.
74* Value

69*

•

Reg. or '
Lame - 4%-ou.
$1.50 Value

Brisk

Ultra Brite Family Size Toothpaste

•

Stretc16iose in Petite,
Medium and Tall Sizes
Velveteen & Charm Shades

Modern allfamily toothpaste with

English Leather Spray or
Roll-On Deodorant

.1. 125e 760
COMB & BRUSH SET
Mini-teasing
12.911 Value
Brush, Comb-out Jr.
Smoothie Comb and
Comb Lifter'Combthation

$1.29
Value

Free! Extra Right

OREM
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His morning show sunk, Coven will be unveiled
in prime night time by ABC this May. "Time"
saris he's "Iiheiy ha booms a aseinesi laiden."

because he reasoned that -if anyone was going
to louse up a funny line. it would be nue" He
cAVETT started performing himself several
lives now in Manhattan with his actress wife,
years agn at places like Mr. Kelly's in Chicago
Carrie Nye. a cat named Charles and a dog
and the Bitter End in New York. and did two
named Daphne. He is quite a neighborhood
ABC specials on TV before he started his
figure andsays a local jeweler sold him a late
morning show last March
model watch that -tells you the hour, day.
-4
Looking back, be says he knew James Franmonth, year and what war it is."
flue
• • ,•
ciscans at Yale. "I used to correct his spelling
1501
before we handed in our essays." Dick says.
MEANWHILE, the oldies' acclaim goes on.
The
"Later he became Mr. Novak on televisiog and
Will Jones of the- leineeppilis Tribune wrote
fact
I always issumed that whenever he had to
that "I've become so iiiilleted to the calm,
ate"write on the blackboard, they used a stunt
quiet, sum and consistently witty interviewing
0 roan" Another onetime classmate was Sandy
and host work of Dick Cavett that the oncecan
Dennis. who went to high school with Cavett
COW Johnny Carson now looks frantic by comSea;
in Lincoln, Neb , where his parents still live
parison " And Dick's aims meter, lame. said
lea)
The elder Cavett is a media supervisor at Lin"This literate, witty gny is likely to become
t
rout HighSchool.
a national habit And then who is going to
Actually. Dick says he went into performing. wash all those dirty dishes?",
Distributed by Lissa Vesture, 'headiest*
0

AG-1B BULBS
for use with color film or

66'
RELM

the Dick Catett show is beading for the happy
hunting grounds, because of low ratings. One
might think Mr. ,Cavett's career would be, at
the least stalled--but one would think wrong.
Or, never underestimate the power of a TV
critic.
-The best interviewer in the business," wrote
Joyce Haber in- the Los Angeles Times. "Probably the best general Viewing for grownups
(with 'Today', during daytime network hours."
said Rick Du Brow of TJPI. -Just possible he
Is the best in the talk show
wrote
Joan Walker of Cue. And so on and an it goon
Maybe nobody watched the slight. engaging
Taley. but the critics laved him.
• • •,
THE results of an these reviewers' mash notes
is that ABC has signed Cavett for a five-year
term and. come May, he'll be showcased'in onehour programs three times a week—in prime
eight time. Perhaps figuring that housewives
were not the perfect audience for Dick's mercurial mind. ABC prexy Elton H. Rule says the
network wants to give Cavett "full exposure"
through this "unusual entertainment platform"
The gentleman in question, who is 5 feet 8,
weigh' 130 before taking a sauna ,bath and
conies from Kearny Neb. seems genuinely
eterUed to find himself a star. "I remember
when I was on the panel of 'What's My
Use?'" be says. "and I said behind my blindfold, 'I have a feeling the mystery guest is
probably trying to figure out who I am'"
Dick came to New York after graduation
from Yale. did a little TV acting as, in his words,
nee of the drama's "most promising extras."
and then became a copy boy at Time. He slid
smoothly Into show his when he started writing
mosologues and Jokes for Jack Pear and later
did the iuune elicee for Mery Griffin, Jerry
Lewis and johnny Carson.
•

MISS
BRED(
HAIR
SPRAY
13-on.
size

25
Tablets

11190

by ma. sums
*mroae-ligik-AlumtarenFifwent- on

U'

$141.95
Value

AG-1 FLASHBULBS

The Critics' Good Turn: They "Saved" Dick
hi

THE SWINGER
Ted, it's true! Only $10 SS for this Polaroid
Swinger that never needs any focustrur. Get
black and white pictures. 2-14"x31;" in seconds. Built-in flash.

DISCOUNT PRICED

TV CAMEOS: Ask Cam*

416

FREE DISPENiER

P1115011EX
.. a sutising
antibacterial
skin cleanser.

•

New!
Improved!
with K-34

$1.75
Value

for kissing
soft hinds!

-

11.19 Value

PLAYTEX LIVING GLOVE
$1.211 Value

Yours with

SAV-RITE ii. CLEANING
OUT ITS WAREHOUSE!
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11-0g.

11.09
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WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS
DOUBLE STAMPS ALL DAY TUES. & WEDS.

By Thurman Sensing

OPEN EVERY EVEN NIGHT TILL MID NIGHT

EXECuTivi VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council,

LOW LOW PRICES EVERY DAY
Southside Shopping Center

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT

MR. NIXON'S BEGINNING
racial balance in public schools.
As a result, the educational
Among the most important pr- system in many states — and maomises Richard M. Nixon made ny parts of the country — has
to the American people when he been disrupted and cmmulty
was campaigning for the Presid- tension has arisen. Strictly educency was one to rely on "freedom ational considerations have been
of choice" in public education. tossed aside by HEW, and inteThousands of concerned parents gration has become the primary
and educators are trusting that objective of government action.
he will stand by his campaign co- Many fine schools serving the
black community, where black
mmitment.
"Freedom of choice" is a students feel comfortableandcan
system whereby parents of school' best_ reach their potential, have
children state their preference been abandoned under orders fras to the schools their youngsters om HEW.
will attend, It is a system that The Johnson administration sohas evolved out of the turmoil ught the abolition of "freedom of
ir since the Supreme Court's school choice" plans, and the federal
Integration decision of May 17, courts backed it up. The courts
1954, and which represents a seem bent on seeing that parents
workable approach to elementary don't have any voice in where
'and high school integration. Fed- their children attend school. For
eral coercion of students, par- the abstract goal of integration,
ents and school authorities is the positive values of community
eliminated. Experience shows th- schooling are tossed aside.
In his campaign, Mr. Nixon
at racial groups, when given an
opportunity to express themselv- expressed support for "freedom
es through "freedom of choice" of choice," and revealed undery,
plans, desire to maintain neigh- standing of the national raiue of
borhood schools and traditional neighborhood schools. While Mr.
Nixon can't control the operatiolines of assnciation.
In the early 1950s, when the ns of the courts, he can move with
school crisis was developing, dispatch to end federal insistance
organizations such as the Nat- on "racial balance" in public
ional Association of Colored Pe- schools.
ople theorized that mass mixing
in education was the desire of Under new direction, HEW can
Negro parents. But time has take the heat off school boards
shown the truth to be otherwise. and inform them that henceforth
• Nowadays, the demand in Negro efficient operation of school sycommunities is for "black" sch- stems and regard for community
ools — schools, that is, in which ,sensibilities, will receive full
the faculty and student body are backing'at the federal level HEW
not integrated. In New York City, also can make plain to the public
for instance, the great school that it is aware of the feature of
crisis of recent months has ar- the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which
isen born the determination of prohibits the use of federal funds
the black community to have to bus children for thepurposeâf
black principals and teachers achieving "racial balance."
in the Ocean-Hill Brownsville As for the federal courts, perhaps such action on the part of
al
school district.
While thinking in the black the Nixon administration will recommunity has turned towards store a measure of common sendecentralization of public educa- se to the judicial activists insisttion,.the federal government has ing on racial balance. In the Ampersisted in demanding total in- erican system, the implementattegration and the destruction of ion of ideological dogmas is not
the neighborhood school concept. e proper role of the courts. Let
During the years of the John- the courts deal with specific instson administration, the Depart- ces of injustice, but also let
ment of Health, Education and em recognize that the civil rigWelfare established rigid guide- hts of parents should be recognizlines for forced integration and ed, including the right to have
employed financial pressure to some say regarding their childInstitute busing so as to achieve ren's education.
"Freedom of choice" is a concept that should find acceptance
In all sections of the country and
among all racial components of
America's population. It is without the blemish of coercion, but
simply outlines a school system
based on the wishes of parents
and the common sense feeling
of communities. For America in
1969, "freedom of choice" is
right, just and necessary.
Freedom Of Choice

years in the Colorado
op prize of $150 in a
"were on checks to
bills already are paid."
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FORE QUARTER
TRIPLE PACK FULL POUND
HIND
BAG
OU
B.
39
R L829C
AcRT
LE
OTATO CHIpS

-C

GOLD ME DAL

MEAT LB.39c
Le. 39c
PICNICS SMOKED
L. $1 17
SAUSAGE CRADDOCKS BAG

SALAD

DRESSING

qt. jar

3%

135

TREET ARMOUR 12 oz. CAN 49'
BEEF STEW ARMOUR 15 oz.CAN 49C

I LB. BOX

P.

Detergent

ALL

BY THE PIECE

INSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE
PIZZA WITH CHjEEEN;
S°514 oz. BOX 49'
6 Oz. JAR'
h
1
GALLON
PHU
29c

COFFEE

GERBERS STRAINED

TRY ME
SIZE
lb.

890

NECK BONES FRESH LB. 19t
STEAKS CHUCK WAGON Pok69c

GOLDEN RIPE
AIIIIIIII (I
•

YELLOW
ONIONS
10 lb. BAG 990
PECANS PAPER SHELL

REEL FOOT

LARD

3 lbs.

25

LB BAG 49C

100

TREASURE CHEST STAMPS

CHICKENS

cCABBE

III
•imlin
111=

• im•

MO •a= =a,•WO

=Pk •
OM

50

GRADE A LARGE

EGGS

doz. 19(t

With this Coupon, and $5.00 or more
additional purchase

2 LB. BAG CRANDOCKS-$
1.17
• SAUSAGE
VOID AFTER FEB. 4, 1969

elk '

StG CAlt WASH The Salinas River makes a great big car
%%lush at Paso Robles. Calif after day-by-day rains, break- ing wet weather records a century old.

1969

100

THE PURCHASE OF

side

LB. 33
c

1FRESH GREEN

B
CTN

WITH THIS COUPON AND

55

r„„

BAR. B. O.

PRICES IN THIS AD IN EFFECT THRU TUESDAY FEB. 4th,

luare

100

FCCD5 BAWAY1581

1E11

MARTHA WHITE

4 k OZ. jar

III

III

3 lb. can $319

tele

$128

ce

49'

LEAN MEATY BACK

Rous

FLOUR

4

69

lb.

.FRESH- -HAMBURGER

MISS LIBERTY
BROWN & SERVE190

N.B.C. OR FLAVOR KIST

BEEF ROAST
CANNED HAM

lSLA270
RatI

•

HI

$1.39 Value

MUTTON

2

DEL MONTE

;as
Record Punt Return
NITNNEAPOLIS ( UPI —The
record for the longest punt return in National Football
League history is 98 yards The
mark was set in 1933 by Gil LeFevre of Cincinnati against
Brooklyn and tied by Charley
West of the Minnesota Vikings
against the Washington Redskins

IILDVE

YOUNG TENDER

3PKG

GRADE A WHOLE

lb. can

POTTED MEAT HYGRADE8364AW*
VIENNA SAUSAGE,4k4fou,,,45canzsSr

Long Time
No See
LONDON (LIPP—John Stanley Brown. 72, is finally free to
marry again.
Brown told a court he last
saw his wife 41 years ago and
that he is now anxious to remarry. The court granted
Brown a decree nisi because of
desertion by his wife.

tight

r
i
H iESE

XFFEEI

4

$2.98 Value

n

"MOST WANTED" Billy Len
Schales iabove). tattooed
former mental patient with
a history of sex offenses and
wanted for assault with intent to murder, is the new
name on the FBI's list of
-Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" at large. He .is 5-feet6, weighs 140, and is a native of Detroit. "USAF" and
wings tattooed on his right
forearm.Bchales is an automobile fancier.

.
E
WHITCYYELLOW

MAXUELL HOUSE

OIL

SHAVE

lcc

VEG. SHORTENING

CAKE MIX

2 lb. box

8 oz
CANSLJ

MARfHA WHITE

•

etite,
Ens
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C
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sz

DOG FOOD BONUS 4
BISCUITS ALL BRANDS
PURE

..
ON

(Cigarettes and Tobacco Excluded)

TREASURE CHEST STAMPS

50

WITH THIS COUPON AND
THE PURCHASE
OF ONE POUND
SWEET RASHER BACON

VOID AFTER FEBRUARY 4, 1969

VOID AFTER FEB. 4, 1969
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Apache Dam
Ale What It
To Be
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All Abouf ArNehokes
One Of California's Claims To Fame
1/1

0111111111M1

ft VIDGETAISLID3 ge. tbe
artichoke is an odd fellow
la looks, as odd that I've often ensilaged bow man ever
got around to dhoressiag the
joys of edema it. not to mega
Oa the reward that Has at
Its osatar—the twain flavorful artichoke heart.
•hat man caught an to
arta:token long ago for they
have been cultivated for ananis& The Italians and the
Trench, la particular, Mei

long doted on thew
a frostier of brown on their
Artichokes grow well in
outer leaves They are the
By WILLIAM SUNDERLAND
temperate climates and the I am ou• winter-kiamd arta
NEW YORK (11,11—A very
PARIS (UP1)—You can still
NNW YORK (UPI) — Whoa
best oasis of all alms from
chokes that many people preOalinhe featnre of a new re*paw Windier in Parti—
Gay dogs he ands as
California. which 'sappily profer to all others. They have
' Shang of VerdTs Requiem
be Is made, slowly
duces them all year around.
sanIt ithabletly an set
•taste that's very mild, sweet
that ao Mort whatever wall
a boil of hot mob gale
Melody for tambets.
• Along the Pacific coast and delicate because the coolnate to mania tta mandle
of them hotter than the
earth and south of the Monte- er nights and sharper winds
Ant how tomb.,it all is can
Mime. Rather. one wield NM
rey Peninsula, It la artichoke of this season make them maSNOWY barned on a visit to
the flavor was esagelionald- And /And* ts what Mild be
country. They are shipped
of the few clubs in Paris
ture more slowly.
this was all to the goad. SHP.
3till fresh and dewy, to marALB trot out the Aachenan "ouch elinger." The
For an international flavor,
al genius was oranstic Med the
in
every
kets
state
*lees
he
is wet of Metall In me such club recently, the
we are serving California arfN operatic treatment Oyes but of aorpriee. And he Iscbv
•
At
this
Woe
year.
of
the
tichokes in two European.
was empty of customers
16 Requiem. which was never
'he artichokes you see have
seti ragas.
recipe; today—one Italian,
for the lone reporter. A
labmied tos the elwech. its
the other French. nalle me
of girls chatted idly beClew manna made a the Mwirsmeelog mhos.
for baked and stuffed artithe bar. An accordion
at New Orleans Hone
Ogg_
who sowained.
and a couple Of guitarchokes . . and both are deBerkeley. Calif.
was rapielegible fisr the andld 'Ibis IS Raab Our"
licious!
Man- ists wee satin languidly
&Paraiba. but be had
:
BASIC DIRECTIONS FOR
11111D-1121911). Banda Is reading newspapers. cigarettes
and Imegarbig naterfals hi went
coonnio Ai11cso1011$
▪ ONISIrlaide and the 'dracaena from their Ups.
with. such Ds the yokes at Jens
To prepare artldielies:
eralthetiC with
Suddenly, aawas action. The
land. Marilyn Horne,
Wash; -at off stems at bane
RI the way, often echoing 'Proprietor hurried toward the
Pavarau and Marti!
pliembigi of pain.
and remove small bottom
door, meanwhile clapping his
Wadi& and the Vienna State
leaves. If desired, trim tips
Aware: newcomer worth hands in signal.,
Opem Chorus and the Vienna
at leave* and cut off about 1
The musicians hid their paIlfhtlharzoohle. No dramatic weeding is Melvin Van Peeinch from top of artichokes.
bles. who may be heard on pers, snuffed then' cigarettes
ilty stated or even implied
Stand artichokes upright In
"Bar Soul" 'AIM Records and swung immediately into a
lig the composer was slurred
deep isseepan hone enough
Arch EIP41611 He offers a se- lively tune
ruoicH FLAIR for cuisine, the artichoke with
aver It is hard to believe a
to MU simagly. Add Is tan." .1,1111
ries of uninhibited monologues
Prom somewhere a woman
pertoz
of Verdi's Requiham-beet-onion stuffing becoMes a marvelous main dish.
salt
that reflect humor, imam. diespoon
for
each
artkholie
the worn face of middle
em raid have more impact
and 2 to 3 inches boiling wadata. mockery and damn.Ileo
but the tithe body of a
than this one London-1275).
% teaspoon salt
34 CUP chapped parsley
ter.
tantrum, is that which Mahn
year
old,
started
a
hipgrowhis
Perhaps to counter
% cup fine dry bread
Freshly ground pepper
be heard from an unedueabd
Cover and boil gently 35 to
walk
across
the
dance
=aster
reputation
as the
ler
crumbs
4 medium cooked
Negro handyman down soma
45 minutes or until base can ,
. Two thin young man,
violin technician of the age. buetbe ideas and Magee iti
(prepared as
2 eggs, beaten
be pierced easily ,wlth
previously
out
of
sight.
to
Igor DIstaakh elected
1 tableepoon salt
directed)
these of a craftsman skilled in
(Add a little more boiling waup casual stances leaning
Prokolleor's tat violin concerto the meaning of worth
% teaspoon pepper
Chop bread, parsley, mint
ter if needed.) Turn artiwall,
a
cigarettes
in
"Kammennulaxlesnitha
and
% teaspoon thyme leaves
chokes upside down to drain. and garlic together; turn into
lips, their hands in the
sic No 4." with the Moscow
bowl. Stir in oil, butter, salt
crushed
If they are to be stuffed,
of
their
tight
trousers.
Van
Peebles'
operas
Symphony
Radio
num.
under Gen"
and pepper.
/
1
4 teaspoon nutmeg
gently spread leaves and reher.
"Leib
The
doors
Done
to
the
club swung
nady Roahdestvenak7.
the_RampoisStuff artichokes; arrange in
sa cup water
move choke (thistle portion,
ghl Every Time I Med Her
and in trooped Mime 211
6 cooked artichokes
roasting pan in 1-inch water
from center of artichokes
Coattail."
is
rican.
a
hiniageos
anglish.
and
Belgian.
Each work demands ta
and bake covered in 350 F.
(prepared as directed)
with metal spoon.
relaxing
soliloquy.
ustralian
and
Dat
'Ibe
Japanese tourmore of the feelings of the aroven 30 minutes.
Heat 2 tablespoons all in
ARTICHOKES
WILD
Coolest
Place
in
out
to
sample
Itivrn."
will
the thrills
tist than of the calculations of
Serves 4
skillet. Saute meat and onion
FROM ROME
a "Paris by Night" tour.
the technician_ To each the have a startling effect on the
BAKED ARTICHOKES
until browned; then combine
crusts
bread,
I
slices
listener
on
the
first
erded
by
the
playing.
tour chnYounger tatrakh (whoa faFROM SOUTHERN
with parsley, bread crumbs
removed
uctor. they were hustled into
ther is the celebrated David)
FRANCE
eggs, seasonings and water.
% cup each chopped
w-like seats. Even before
"Otis Redding In Person at
' bnparts the entotional auntie*
Salad Oil
Stuff artichokes, brush with
parsley and fresh mint
had a chance to get setwhich makes it inventive ant- the Whisky a Go Go" (Atco
oil and place in baking dish
12 pound ground lean
leaves
i sic rather than a complicated SD33-26.51 was recorded live tled the cafe owner had plunkcooked ham
with 1-inch hot water. Cover
1 clove garlic
down a glass of cheap white
rairche tor a violin player before an appreciative audiand bake in 350 F. oven 20
ti pound ground beef
% cup olive oil
ence. Outstanding numbers are wine in front of each.
- (lidedille-Angel MOM).
CALIFORNIA artichokes speak Italian beautifully in a
minutes.
3 tablespoons butter or
34 cup finely aiopped
"Fain m My Heart" and ad
Within seconds another busrota that fills them with zesty Roman Brad Stuffing
onion
margarine, melttl
Berms 6.
of tourists seeing the
I That 1111eSer of repertory, "These Arms of- Mine." and
there is a reprise of one of the "real Paris" bustled in. A
VikiIiiisrf. has been
illnigkin through the Haydn late singer's best compositions. third grbup filled the place to hustled out as quickly as they was dead silence.
Altitude determines the de- Pudge, tor example. Ls cooked
"Respect"
another show in half an hour.
the top.
;11111110hillOM. He chose to rehad entered. The musicians
It had all lasted about 15 Three more busloads coming." gree to which candies are to the soft-ball stage when a
mid Wm •
3 and 96 with the
The old girl with the young went back to smoking and
cooked—the higher the altitude candy thermometer registers
minutes.
And that's "Apache dancing"
Tape Deck — "Million Sell- body was joined by one of the reading their
Hamlin diamphony Both belong
the lower the temperature test 234-240 degrees at sea level. At
newspapers-7bl
"Have another drink," the In Paris today.
40 the efiester's 12 London arm- er Hits from Mexico" by the young men, who to the sound dancers disappeared. There
for doneness Deduct one de- 2,000 feet the thermometer
proprietor said. "There'll be
101 .Strings (Audio Spectrum of magic slapped her around
alesams.
gree for each 500 feet elevation. should read.230-238 degrees.
ASK'S999) is a lively Ampex a bit, tossed her over his shoulred-to-reel
tape
der,
then
recording
neatly
flipped
of
her
in, Mama amides an ostentation Mg Mal at it. Leadoff popular south of the border to an airborne somersault
hits. InstrumentaLs include "La when she went at him with a
le Mae
such matters. and
she he delinealing structure Bainba," -Be Mine Tonight," knife.
and key esnument those he- "You Deicing to My Heart." and
Apache dancing sterns from
"1:1 Rancho Grande." which a few dozen years
back and is
th4 41110eallburabie sandlots of are wen-known
to
North
Amersupposed to show how the
Rantlei etatinsting symphoicana.
There
are
also
two
excelParisian
nies (RCA Victor-en10).
toughs. called Apache
lent original compositions by after the American
Indian
Monty tarty, "IA Paz" and tribe, treated
their girls—who
You can now pick up the "Puerto Vallarta." AU the
ar- often plied the streets selling
perambulating organist. E. rangementa wer e scored by
more than flowers.
Power Biggs. in Venice where Kelly. There is some shrillness
Left
- Little'
• modern organ was hauled up * the irrePer register violin
Into the loft of Elt. Mart's pilingss as well as minor
tape
"Not much such dancing
where Clieranza Gabrielli once hi* Theme are not so evident
left." said the proprietor. -All
held forth. so Mugs could reOW dwireraipead cassette of it is for tourists, Tim,
cord a collection of CiobriellTs
ang There's only one other place
(Andlo
Ida century or
pione.
this I know of "
hi
be Dian Wanda- (aice
In the meantime, another
kw Me Mb* aild brims en- SCM 1171), an nallp
eighta
. orolidoo.
the assess rendred. track slaw tape 410111dite Is aurae had gone through the
wild gyrations of their dance
Apart -hoot the amtlimg elm- another astilleann
W
Inbarme In- by this taiseheloWeip. Among and a girl had done a striptease, • having'some of the redtend of lbe music
Ilimea the 12 sena feal'Wag Green
toed customers help her peel.
metalimed apprecialbally as he Apples.' Yedeade I
Bergd
'The music rocked on. The
mold have in any Maw setting the Rata" awir"Wbere # Love
three busloads of tourists were
oColumb4a-7142).
Ily INILOS =TR
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STARTING THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 9:00 a.m.
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fashion faBonded Knits, the season's most wanted
These
price!
low
low,
unbelievable
bric now at an
Sample
Designers
and
-Lengths
Mill
• are 1 to 10 yard
62"
pieces from America's Foremost Mills. 64' to
brand new
wide, every yard first quality, every piece
sensational
- Spring '69 fashions; Don't miss this
Knit buy!!
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BONDED ACRILIC.S
to° BONDED ORLON JERSEY
KNITS
so BONDED ROCHELLE
mg' BONDED WOOLS
v. BONDED TWEEDS
fro BONDED PLAIDS
OTHERS
boo AND MANY, MANY

price' Come early
Only 1000 yards at this low, low
when the door opens
there
selection!
Be
for best
This lot can't last long!
at 900 AM. Tomorrow!
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Paris, Tenn

INTILUGENCI IMPORTS indicate North Vietnam hasn't been able to rebuild much industry
*awe the Not- a bomb halt. Out even DO. has been able to mak. these Improvements in
War espebilits Without bomb inelifereitice.• great deal of road repair has been done
.
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ROUND PROTEN

STEAK 990

Swifts
Premium
GIFT FROM THE KREMLIN --Cleveland industrialist Cyrus Eaton and his wife Ann are
shown at their suburban Acadia Farms with horses of the troika
given him by, Soviets.

•
flow To Pick Wood
For That Fireplace

iine. the artichoke with
a marvelous main dish.
% cup chopped parsley
% cup fine dry bread
crumbs
2 eggs. beaten
1 tablespoon salt
teaspoon pepper
% teaspoon thyme leaves.
crushed
% teaspoon nutmeg
% cup water
6 cooked artichokes
(prepared as directed;
teat 2 tablespoons oil in
let Saute meat and onion
11 browned; then combine
h parsley, bread crumbs.
1, seasonings and water.
Ruff artichokes, brush with
and place in baking dish
h 1-inch hot water. Cover
bake in 350 F. oven 20
;utes.
cries 6.

PORTLAND, Ore. i 1.7121)_
With the cost of firewood rie.
ing, suburban homeowners who
enjoy coughing around a living
room fireplace are turning
themselves into leisure-Ume
loggers and going out to gather
their own fuel.
Filling a car trunk with
enough logs to make the foray

• •

se. for example, is cooked
the soft-ball stage when a
dy thermometer registers
-240 degrees at sea level. At
41 feet the thermometer I
uld read ,230-236 degrees.

•
Dr.
HUNGER A DISEASE
Walter G. Unglaub. medical
director of the National Nutritional Survey in Louisiana.
and a 'Wane professor. tells
the senate Committee on
Nutrttion and Human needs
In Washington that Louisiana health authorities are
considering making malnutrition reportable as a disease, much in the way communicable diseases are treated officially

':00

Into farm woodlot or distant
construction site worthwhile.
however, can be strenuous
work if you're relying on a
hand saw or Scout ax to do
the cutting. To reduce the energy drain in wood hunting,
many homeowners have turned
to the chain saw.
Cutting firewood and clearing ground actually are the two
math reasons property owners
buy chain saws, according. to
Omark Industries, cutting
chain maker whose study also
revealed that one household in
20 now owns a chain saw.
Though the power saw reduces the chore of cutting
through a tree trunk to a few
seconds work, the Saturday
' morning lumberjack needs to
learn a few things about firewood before he can cut himself off from his commercial
wood supplier.
Many of these get-it-yourselferi cut whatever wood they
can put their saws on, but the
wiser fireplace keepers are
more choosey, selecting some
hardwood, such as oak, for its
slow - burning qualities a n d
blending it with quantities of

39c

I/2 Gal.

STEAK 890
FIELD

PORK STEAK 49'

MARGARINEBLUE BONNET
21C

FIELD FINEST

CARNATION

MILK

FULLY COOKED

FIELD

48 or.

SHOWBOAT

ANGEL FLAKE
xiGIANT
NtiN

1401.

12 oz.

CORN FLAKES 29C

ft:4.4p
8 or.

Co-Stars

Reg.

COLD POWER 290

*Kraft

FRENCH DRESSING 190

230

O'SAGE

Qt
CRANBERRY lufeE 450

OCEAN SPRAY

COCONUT 554

CO
—
rIT

WESSON OIL 89c

#330

BUCKEYE PEAS 3/290

14:"
Prrelli

#300

#2 1 2

SALVO EC

PINTO BEANS 3/290

KETCHUP 290

PENGUIN CHOC. PEANUT BUTTER

COOKIES KEEBLER

39C

CARNATICN TALL CAN

MILK 2/35C

No-TICE

•

Legal Notice of Hearing for Proposed
Highway Constructhn of Project S328, SP 180103,
scheduled for Thursday, February 6, 1969, to be
held in the Murray City Hall at Murray, Kentucky, has been cancelled.

•

This Public Hearing will be rescheduled
and announced at a later date.

KRACKLIN
VELVEE TKRAF A
Lire,
WINS 100 MILLION
that is, and the management
of a San Remo. Italy, gambling casino asked him not to
come back. Dr. Richard Jaiecki, 37-year-old associate
researcher in forensic medicine at the University of
Heidelberg. smiles over winning in roblettrby selecting
numbers with the aid of a
computer. A lire is worth
about a sixth of a U.S. cent.

CHEESE 990

Northern

Towels 3"1

Qt. Kraft

2/Reg

Roll

MAYONNAISE 590

Instant 6 or,

DOG FOOD $379
COFFEE BO
SNOWDRIFT
59c CRACKERS 27'
OLD JUDGE

FLAVOR KIST

1

,

Lb.

3 Lb

GASPER w/Beans

CHILI 230

50#

15 oz.

KRAFT

GRAPEiilly

290

Bollard or Pillsbury

BISCUITS 2/15r

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

•

APPLES
39'

Sid Easley
announces the opening

TIDE
73c

G t.

4Ib• bag

of his-office

•

for the

General Practice of Law
in the office of

NO. 2 MAN in the White
House is Dr. Arthur F.
Burns, who talks to reporters in Washington after
President Nixon named
as top man of the staff with
a broad mandate to develop
domestic programs and guide
them through the legislative
mill He har been a Columbia professoi and was chief
economic adviser to President lilisenhower

him"

Harold Hurt
Woodmen Building
4

Murray, Kentucky

Sc
RADISHES
YELLOW ONIONS 3Ibs. 19c
ORANGES
39c dz.
RED POTATOES
10 lbs. 49c
CARROTS
10c

GOOD N RICH 6oz.

CAKE MIX 3 •-

BISCUIT MIX 3/19C

PRUF

15 or.

SPRAY STARCH 49

HNSON'S GROCERY

Cy Young. who won more
major league games 511 than
any other pitcher. was the losing pitcher In the first World

•

DUNCAN HINES

LETTUCE _1,
4

•

--•

•4

4

-4

Gt.

Bush

20 oz.

HUNTS

CANCELLATION

$1.49

14Qt*

PEACHES 3/190
•

FROSTY ACRES
MIX. VEG. CUT CORN GREEN PEAS
Mil)L( 14 lAbiA bTaasi
3/99C
24 oz F.F. POTATO
ES 290
20 „. Chuckwagon
STEAKS 99C

-

WIENERS 490
BACON 590
HAM 490 590
Ne

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Jill
Donohue will co-star with Joey
Heatherton and Robert Wagner in a two-part episode of
"It Takes A Thief" on ABCTV.

; 290

SIRLOIN PRCTEN

birch, ash or maple, which
produce a bright, lively flame
but burn quickly. Alder, which
is widely available, is a slow
burner but splits easily.
Thickness
He also concentrates on
limbs about six inches thick,
cuts them in lengths of about
18 inches and then splits them
with an ax to help them dry
out faster for better burning.
A round, unsplit log can retain
its moisture for years.
The more productive chain
sawyers, professional and amateur. ()mark says, also take
time before they start out on
the timber quest to sharpen
the cutters on their chain's.
"A few minutes spent with
a file, if your saw isn't equipped with a built-in sharpening
system, will save You a lot
more time and struggle when
you put the saw to wood," said
a spokesman.
The drier the wood the better it will burn, so the time
for cutting Is in the winter,
when trees are free of sap. And
the longer the logs stay on the
woodpile the better.

PORK ROAST

•

-0......4-0•••••-••••••••AWle---•••••"""-•
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SAL
E
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STARTS THURSDAY , IAN. 30
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL 8110p.m.

Murray, Ky.

CHAIRS

SLEEPERS

CHAIRS

1 CLL'Il CHAIR.. Geld and brawn
floral, slightly soiled.
1"
4 Pillow-back gold, yellow, and
green bouguet floral chairs. _ 199.95
1 Olive green slid Italian High
back Wing Chair
ULM
1 Fairfield Queen Anne Wing
Chair
19.i.
2 Traditional Lounge Chairs.
Green floral
119.95
1 Fairfield Queen Anne Wing.
Blue and beige floral.
199.50
1 Spanish Pull-Up Chair. Pecan
trim. Olive green.
199.51
2 Kroehler Olive green attached
pillow-back chairs.
119.95
1 Montgomery Mint Green crushed
velvet Queen Anne Wing
179.00
1 Italian Cane Back Pall Up
Chairs gold velvet seat.
99.56
2 Fairfield Traditional gold nylon
velvet lounge chairs.
199.95
I Olive, red, and gold printed
Crewel Linen Lounge Chain 119.54
'2 Fairfield French cane-back
pull-up Chairs
99.95
1 Selig Modern red, green, and
gold floral Club Chair.
149.95
2 Oval-Back Italian olive green
velvet Pull-Up Chairs.
141.95
2 Green on Gold Matelasee Lounge
Chairs. Attached pillow-back 119.56
1 Fairfield Pillow Back Lounge
Chairs. Blue floral.
129.95
1 High Back Wing Chairs.
Rightly soiled.
1119.50
1 Yellow and orange Bedroom
Chair. Floral design.
79.95
2 Kreehler olive green Pillow
Back Lounge Chairs.
119.95

4 price
69.95
price
149.95
price
149.95
price
79.95
129.95
price
79.95
price
price
69.95
price
price
99.95
price
price
79.95
•

2 Modern Club Chairs. Orange
yellow & brown floral.
139.95
1 Fairfield Italian Cane-Rack
Pull-Up Chairs. Gold stripe. __ 99.95
1 Fairfield Pillow-Back Chairs.
Pumpkin velvet.
139.93
1 Silvercraft Olive Velvet Tufted-Rack Pull-Up Chairs.
19915
1 Montgomery Country French
red floral Wing Chair
149.95
1 Silvercraft Lounge Chair.
Pumpkin satin cover.
_ 199.95
2 Fairfield Louis XVI Cane-Back
olive green antique satin. ___ 99.95
1 Attached Pillow Lounge Chair.
Gold floral stripe. _
219.50
1 Silvercraft Tall Back Classic'
Design Antique. ?
199.50
1 Mammary Chippendale Wing
Chair with skirt
159.95
1 Kroehler Mans Size Early American Swivel Rocker.
119.95
1 Montgomery Cane Back Louis
XV Arm Chair.
99.95
1 Fairfield Antique Gold Frame
ipecorator Chair. __
_
_ 129.95
1 Fairfield Pillow Back Lounge
Chair.
.139.95
6 Fairfield Spanish Cane Back
Chairs. Selected fabrics. ____ 99.95
2 Fairfield Queen Anne Wing
Chairs. Red velvet.
149.95

price
59.95
Priee
129.95
price
129.95
price
price
price
price
89.95
79.95
price
99.95
69.95
109.95

MISON BEDDING
12
Sets - Hotel Special
HEAVY DUTY TICKING

Mattress and Box Springs

CHOSE OUT! Zrc".. $5995

•

amisom,

SWEET
SLUMBER
SUPRE
NATION

14

ALLY ADVERT1S 0 AT
LL
TWIN

$159.95

1

a
I

/
:

BOT
H.
$19.95 _
(Also Queen 1:King Available)

--

fl
1
1

•

LIVING ROOM
1 Button Back Green Tone on Tone ,
Crewel- Design Sofa.
MAW
2 Tufted Back TnditkinW-11161klasse. 1 gold, 1 olive.
1 Modern Loose Pillow-Back
Green and gold floral.
_ 329.00
I Lawson Style olive and red
quilted floral.
299.00
2 2-Pc. Suites Traditional Button
Back Gold Matelasse.
369.00
1 Traditional Olive Floral Quilted
Attached Pillow-Back. __
349.00
1 Olive Green Traditional Loose
Cushion Sofa.
349.95
I Gold Outline Quilt Loose Pillow
Back Sofa.
399.00
1 Traditional Geld & White Floral
Pillow Back Sofa.
329.50
I Loose Pillow Back Gold & Olive
Quilted Floral Slta.
349.95
1 Lawson Style Pillow Beek Olive
Green Silk Sofa.
349.00
- I Traditional Button peek Green
on Gold Materna/Z.
329.50
I Golall-Grons--and Brown Floral
Quilted Attac'd Pillow Back. 329.00
1 Bronze, Gold and Brown Bouquet
Floral Rose Cushion Back. __ 349.00
1 Loose Pillow Back Olive and
Whitt Floral. 34919
2 2-Pc. Vinyl Sealy Pillow Back
Traditional. 1 olive, 1 brown. 3611.811
1 Tufted Back Olive Green
Crushed velvet Sofa. ._
499.50
1 Olive Green Crushed Velvet
Mediterranean Sofa. __
549.50
6 Kroehler Quilted Floral Loose
Pillow Rack. Assorted colors. 369.00
I Tufted Back Red Antique
Velvet Sofa. _________ _ 499.00
1 Spanish Red and Olive floral
•
Loose Cushion Sofa.
499.00
Tuxedo Style Gold Velvet
Sofa. _
499.00
1 Loose Pillow Quilted Gold,
Yellow, and Olise Floral.
449.00
I Spanish 4 Cushion Loose Pillow
Back Olive Back
499.50
2 Two-Pc. Kroehler -Early American Olive or Gold Burlap. __
399.0
.
0
2 2-Pc. Early American
Maple
Trim Olive or( eledon
_ 369.00
3 4-Cushion Earl'.
American Maple
Trim °Wife, gold or red Burlap.
349.

price

2" 179.95
179.95
price
299.95
•199.95
229:95
249.95
199.95
229.95
price
199.95
199.95
249.95
199.95
-269.95
299.95
399.95
269.95
329.95
price
299.95
price
299.95
249.95
299.95
269.95

3 JAMISON Early American Maple
trim, gold, green or brown. __ 269.116
1 SEALY Queen Size Early American Postaarepedic Mattress __ 369.64
1 Modern Burnt Orange Nylon
Cover. OL Orng. or Gr. yin. __ 229.06
1 Spanish Queen Size Loose Cushion olive & red quilt'd floral. 499.50
KROEHLER Early American
gold or olive burlap.
299.95
2 LOVESEAT Size brown floral or
red floral?
229.95
2 Modern Floral beige & green
or red & gold.
329.60
1 KROEHLER High Back Maple
trim. Queen size.
39915
1 Traditional Red Floral
Outline Quilt.
399.95

LARGE SELECTION

LA-Z-BOYS
Recliners - Rockers
SPECIALLY
PRICED

199.95
299.95
179.95
price
299.95
179.95
199.95
329.95
299.95

$69"

Ii

I.

a

LARGE SELECTION

PICTURES I ACCESSORIES
Traditional • Spanish • Italian
French • Early American • Modern

HENREDON DINING ROOM

/
1
2 Price

Folio IV Queen Anne Maderia Finish
o• Large Glass Door Claps
ato Two Fiddle-Back Aria 'theirs
so Two Fiddle-Back Side Chairs
of Oval Queen Anne Table

TABLES•
3-Pc. French Provincial Cherry,
2 Commodes, 1 Oval Cocktail 179.66
3-Pc. Spanish Pecan, 2 End
Tables
1 Cocktail
179.90
3-Pc. Modern Walnut. Large commode, cocktail, octagonal __ 229.••
1 Pecan Octagonal
t Commode
64.95
1 Modern Walnut Coc▪ ktail Table,
Formica Top.
39.95
2 STANLEY 3 Drawer Consinedes.
Spanish pecan.
9915
1 KROEHLER Doughbox
Maple Table.
59.95
4-Pc. Set by Davis. Solid
Walnut.
5• 15.116
. •
3-Pe. Spialek Poem
Grouping.
149.95
1 Octagonal Commode Spanish
Pecan
19.95
3-Pc. STANLEY Spanish Pecan
Coffee & 2 End Tables.
179.95

price
price
price
39.95
price
price
price
299.95
99.95
price
99.95

REG. 1,712.00 1h price

DINING ROOM

fl-Pc. Spanish Pecan Table with
6 chairs, glass door china -549.64
5-Pe. Spanish Pecan Slagle Pedestal Table, 4 Chairs. _
179.66
5-Pc. Spanish Pecan Oval Table,
Formica Top, 4 Chairs. ..-_ *9110
5-Pc. Maple Round Table, Fannie&
Top with 4 Mate Chairs ____ 1110.111
II-Pc. Queen Anne Oval Table, 6
Chairs Glass-Door Ch.na
NOM
I Set of 6 French Provincial reeilk- Weed Chairs.
---141116
1-Pc. Quees Anne Sol!ei Walnut,
•Chairs, Oval Table.
1599 50

399.95
129,95
99.95
89.95
599.95
price
995.00

HENREDON SOFA
Martini White Damask Button-Back
(Floor Sample)
REMBRRANDT
STIFFLE
WILMAR
WESTWOOD
FREDRICK COOPER
BRITE LITE

BEDROOM
3-Pc. Solid Maple Double Dresser,
Chest and Bed.
319.95
3-Pc. Drexel Spanish
Pecan
634.011
4-Pc. Spanish Dart
Pecan.
479.64
3-Pc. Solid Cherry. Double dresser,
chest and bed.
319.9$
3-Pc. Bassett Modern. Triple dresser,
chest and bed.
21111.00
4-Pe. Spanish Dark Pecan.
Slightly scratched
366.04
3-Pc. Mediterranean. Triple door
dresser, chest and bed. ____ 620.04
5-Pe. Bernhardt Dark Pecan.
(King Bed plus 4000)
989.00
4-Pc. Bassett Pecan
Spanish.
469.00
4-Pc. Bassett Italian
Fruitikood
449.00
3-Pc. Spanish Solid Oak. Double
dresser, chest, bed. ---_
_ 319.00
3-Pe. Coleman Spanish Solid Oak.
Dresser, chest, bed.
399.00
3-Pc. Dark Solid Oak Spanish.
.Dresser, chest, bed.
4211.0e

REG. $549.50 1/
2 price

MISCELLANEOUS
1 WOODARD 5-Pc. Set Wrought
Iron Table, 4 Chairs. -------406.50
1 Frultwood Folding BM.
Black Plastic Top.199.95
1 Stanley Jade Green Spanish
Credenza.
199.95
1 HECKMAN Curio Antique
Mahogany.
139.95
2 Florentine
Tables
99.50
10 cigarette Tables. Marble tops,
maple, black, antique pine.
1 STANLEY Spanish Jade
Green Credenza.
129.95
I Imported Spanish Brazier Table,
4 Leather Top Stools.
459.00
1 Italian Fruitwood
Credenza
79.95
1 Traditional Cherry
Credenza.
79.95
1 Spanish Dark Oak Credenza
with Mirror.
99.95

price
price
129.95
price
price
1- price
99.95
price
49.95
49.95
99.95

249.95
399.95
299.95
249.95
219.95,
229.95399.95
599.95
329.95
299.95
249.95
299.95
299.95
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Indicative of the exterior eye-appeal of mobile homes
is
this prize-winning model. It features quality materials
and distinctive design features—such as ponderosa pine
windows with removable grilles—that rival those found
in non-mobile houses. The roomy interior includes three
bedrooms, a full bathroom and kitchen and a spacious
living-dining area.

Mobile Home Designs
Outdistance Trailers
If you still think of mobile ing, a gable-style asphalt shinhomes as trailers, you're dat- gle roof, and quality poning yourself.
derosa pine slider windows with
Today's mobile homes are distinctive removable grilles.
considered a pertinent part of Thegrilles give the mobile
the housing market. Promi- home windows an elegant dinent housing consultants see vided-light appearance tradimobile homes as a possible an- tionally associated with Early
swer to "the cyclic housing American architectural design.
needs of the nation."
Inclusion of such features,
Proof of the successful mo- readily available in quality
bile home market 11987 figures wood windows, gives mobile
set a new record of 238.500 un- homes the same high-style
its—double the number of mo- decor found in non-mobile
bile homes bought in 1957) is residences.
'
a growing emphasis on exteUnlike its "trailer" predecesrior design. "We have *Already sors with cramped, inefficient
reached our maximum in size interiors, this model offers
Aind in attractive interiors," three bedrooms, a spacious,
says a leading mobile home modern bath, and a large livManufacturer. What's left is ing-dining area. There's an opAka] exterior appeal.
tional choice of kitchen design
To stimulate imaginative mo- —either a roomy, fully-equip-bile exteriors that duplicate ped kitchen, or an efficiency
the quality and design of tra- with a separate utility room.
ditional residences, the Mobile
Other prize-winning mobile
Home Manufacturers Associa- home entries featured—in adtion is awarding prizes for ex- dition to quality products such
terior decor. Recent winner of,
,as modern wood windows—
the "best new house exterior luxury touches like parquet
award at a mobile home show" floors, brick cooking "islands,"
was a 48 by 23.8 feet entrant compartmentalized bathrooms,
from Hilton Homes of Iowa. recessed lighting, and "in" colThe prise-winning model fea- or schemes such as avacado
tures attractive hardboard sid- green and autumn gold.

ii ROOM
aderia Finish
Chairs
MaIrs

price

OM

TV otes

s. 399.95
129,95
99.95
se 89.95
90 599.95

'II

price

.
0

5.

NEW.YORK (UPI— ABC's. ded about this "square" Batesloruvrun "Peyton Place" serial day night musicale from the
ms to be on its last lap. In beginning of its many years on
Pebruary, the exposure drops the tube. You don't have to be,from two nights a week to one, come an addict, but tune in
on Monday. A few years ago, now and then: you'll be pleasthere were three weekly episodes. The program is expected anti)! surprised.
• • •
to pass completely come sumNBC's 1989-70 season plans
mer.
include a one-hour series of
• • •
specials based on the nature.
One of the "NBC Expert- science, wild life, arts and folksent in Television" shows this lore material in the Time-Life
season will involve famous Ital- Books, which have been issuing
ian film director Federico Fel- from the presses in
a steady
lini making a film about his stream for years.
"The GE
own work as he prepares to Monogram Series" is the title
start making a motion picture, of the program, and the fLrst
"The BatYricon."
one will be telecast irr'ffovela•
•
•
ber.
• • •
There will be at least two
more years of Lawrence Welk
Debbie Reynolds is slated to
and his orchestra on ABC as a star in' a weekly half-hour
result of a new contract. So- comedy series for NBC in 1969called sophisticates have kid- 70

995.00

OF A

itton-Back

95

95

50

05

.00

.95

.95

.95

Mix & Frosting 2 boxes 250
CORN
2 303 350
MARGARINE Yellow Solid 2 lbs. ,„"
9qt
CRACKERS Dixie Bele 1 I. box 190
,ecrF
PRIL
n SI
C
)
I;y1-1e1 N°15

• Martha

cans

White

ARMOUR

lb.

przio

lb.

Pigs feet

19t

lb.

69c

pound

I9c t

4 pound bag

49c

CELERY Fresh Crispy stalk

10c

lb. bag

10c

PURE VEGETABLE

WESSON OIL

5c

6 oz bag

•

FRESH TENDER

PORK
ARMOUR

:iv, Kentucky

it

1

29

sr-

GRAPE

JELLY

290

KRAFT
18 oz. glass

ii"F Y

LIVER

lb

290

VIETTI

49c

Gorden Delight

FRENCH FRIES

2 lb. bag

29c

with

gravy

" 5 ounces.

POT PIES

25c

8 ounce 2 for 39c

Frosty Acres 8 oz.

Chili 3 / 910

BROCCOLI SPEARS

2 for 39c

GROUND BEEF

Honey

25C
Green Beans 2/49C
BLACK
PEPPER
1 oz. I5c

3 for

210

20 oz. 3 for $1.00

PUMPKIN PIES

Morton's Beef - Chicken - Turkey

ALL MEAT
12 oz. pkg. 390

2 for
r•

BANQUET

I5oz,

HEINZ
BABY
FOOD

lb

BLACKEYE PEAS

Steak- Chicken- Turkey

89

48 oz.

8 oz. Sioux Bee

STEAK
WIENERS

•

Pet Ritz Mince &

STOKELY— CUT

LONDONIIIS. DEMONSTRATE—Dr_ Michael Ramsey right,
archbishop of Canterbury, and John Cardinal Heenan, archbishop of Wastminster. are shown after Heenan appeared in
pulpit of St Paul's Cathedral. n hallowed shrine of
teatuntism. Bible-waving Protestant demonstrators outride ilowert shout defiance and abuse.

lb. bag 990

FRESH PORK

Pop Corn 2/ 390

10 lb. bag

RADISHES

49.95
49.95
99.95

$1.00

Frosty Acres 10 oz.

Red

Price

10

390

BACON - 'bcigt

BUYS
Popsrite 91.4 oz. in oil

oRODUck-

TEXAS CARROTS

oz.

FIELD NO. I SLICED

gmIIE

Fresh

price
99.95

24

303cans

SPARE RIBS 490 WERE STACKED

APPAES

price
price

TUNA
Beef Stew
590
ViennaREtausage :004 890
Apple Sauce 2

Small Tinier

FRESH

for 230

Reg. size $1
e00
cans

10 oz. jar

irE
e

2

House,

Golden Delicious

129.95

3

CHICKEN
OF THE SEA

Plain & Self -Rising

h6taii Mxite
.
e

GRAPES Fancy Red

price
price

7 oz. boxes

iihRUITJUICE

FLOUR

POTATOES

IEOUS

115

MACARONI & SPAGHETTI

Idaho

price

50

RED CROSS

VANILLA
EXTRACT
/4
1

oz I5c

PATTIES

810 lb.

590

TENDER TASTY

PORK

69C
Cutlets
Pork Roast,Jb- 390
lb.

LEAN MEATY BOSTON BUTT

PARKER'S FOOD -MARKET

4

Tos
•

•

'

•

—

4
.
1
7
t*AM

iiL115t.'7VbittOnz..1.

4

-.4

•

.0

.7•••-••
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4
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CLEARANCE
eriL
'HINDU FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
BASEMENT

STREET FL

41111.

1 TABLE PRINT REMNANTS

MENS WINTER HATS
Reg. $5.99
Reg. $6.99
Reg. $8.00

Values to $1.99 yd.

Sale $4.00
Sale $5.00
Sale $6.00

1 TABLE ASSORTED MATERIALS

MENS SWEATERS
Reg. $12.99

Values to $1.00 yd. Sale 3 yds. for $1.00

Sale $7.88

BOYS JEANS

MENS WINTER SUITS
Reg. $70.00

Reg. $3.99

• Sale $47.00

g.$1.99

Dress And Casual
Reg. $9.00 to $16.99 Sale $6.66 to $9.99

S

SPECIAL

I TABLE- MENS PANTS

1 TABLE MENS PANTS

Sale 2 for $1.00
Assorted Colors

(BROKEN SIZES)

MENS WINTER JACKETS

Values to $7.00

Sale 815.88
Sale $12.88

Sale $2.88

BOYS CORDUROY PANTS
Reg. $3.99

Boys Department

1 TABLE LADIES SWEATERS
Reg. $8.99

Sale $2.33

Sale $4.88

I GROUP LADIES JEANS

BOYS JACKETS

Values to $4.00

Sale $7.77
Sale $9.88
Sale $17.88

I TABLE LADIES COTTON SLIPS
.

Reg. $3.00

Sale $2.88
.. Sale $3.88

BATH TOWELS
Reg. $2.30

Sale $1.80

HAND TOWELS
Reg. $1.29

I 'TABLE NYLON SLIPS
HALF SLIPS
$1.44

SPECIAL

I ME,LADIES DRESS SHOES
Reg. $8.99

Sale $6.00

NEW SHIPMENT
DACRON DOUBLE KNIT MATERIAL
up to 70" wide
Sale $4.88 yd.

I TABLE CORDIIROYAIATERIAL
•

$1.00 yd.

SPECIAL

I TABLE BONDED WOOL MATERIAL
Reg. $3.99 yd.

Sale $1.88 yd

LARGE sELECT1ON

COTTON MATERIALS

tReg.,$1.00 yd.

Sale 77c yd.

Reg. $9.99
Reg. $11.99
Reg. $13.99

Reg. $4.00 & $5.00

Sale $1.22

SPECIAL

2 For $1.00

I GROUP LYCRA SPANDEX WRDLES
SPECIAL

$2.00

LADIES ACETATE PANTIES
SPECIAL

4 ors. $1.19

I TABLE MENS LONG SLEEVE
SHIRTS
Button Down & gegular Collar
Sale $2.88
Reg. $4.00

LARGE SELECTION THROW RUGS
SPECIAL

/
1 1 Price

I GROUP MENS SWEATERS
Pullover
Reg. 812.99

Sale $4.88

Sale $3.88
Sale $4.88
Sale $5.88

3 to 6X
Reg. $2.00 & $2.49
Reg. $3.00 & $4.00

7-14

Sale /
1
2 Price

1 GROUP LADIES DACRON KNIT
SUITS
Reg. $39.99
Reg. $45.00

Sale $26.88
Sale $29.88

Reg. $28.99

Sale $20.00

I TABLE LADIES KNIT TOPS
LADIES WINTER HATS

Sale $2.00
Sale $4.00
Sale $7.00
Sale $8.00

GIRLS WINTER COATS
Reg. $15.99 up to $39.99 Sale % Price

Reg $4.99 & $5.99

LADIES RAINCOATS

Odds & Ends

GIRLS DRESSES

I GROUP GIRLS COTTON SHIRTS

Sale $10.60
Sale $12.00
Sale $14.00
Sale $20.00

Reg.'2.99 to $8.99 _ _ Sale/
1
2Price

Sale $1.44
Sale $2.44

Reg. $2.49 to $3.99
Reg. $4.99 to $6.99
Reg. $8.99 to $9.99
Reg. $10.99 to $11.99

LADIES WINTER COATS
Reg. $22.99
Reg. $29.99
Reg. $34.99
Reg. $45.00

I GROUP LADIES WOOL SUITS

I GROUP CORDUROY OVERALLS

-

Sale $3.00

Reg. $3.99
Reg. $4.99
Reg. $5.99
Reg. $6.99

Sale $1.00
Sale $1.88
Sale $2-44
. Sale $2.88

LADIES JACKETS
ONLY 1 to sell Reg. $17.99 Sale $5.00
ONLY 3 to sell Reg. $15.99 Sale $8.00

I GROUP LADIES SLIM JIMS
Reg. $4.99 to $10.99

Sale 1/3 off

GROUP WOOL SKIRTS
Reg. $6.99, $7 99 & $8.99 Sale % Price

GIRLS SWEATERS
7-14
Reg. $3.99 & $4.99
Reg. $5.99 & $6.99
Reg. $7.99 & $8.99

Sale $2.88
Sale $4.88
Sale $6.88

GIRLS PANTS
7-14
Reg. $2.99 & $3.99
Reg. $4.99 & $5.99

Sale $2.00
Sale $4.00

KNIT TOPS

Sale $3.88

LADIES TRICOT GOWNS

Sale $1.00
Sale $2.44
Sale $3.00

L1'f1E BOY SUITS

LADIES MAN TAILORED P.J.'S
Reg. $5.00

I TABLE BRAS
Sale 48c

Reg. 69c

••••...,erommej;.c.4.4.4:.f.

$1.88 & $2.22

Sale $1.08

WASH CLOTHS

r...sioar••••••-

Sale $1.44

SPECIAL

MATIRESS PADS & COVERS

•

Sale $2.22

. Sale $4.00 to $10.00

I fiROUP BEDSPREADS

Reg. $12.99

Sale $3.88

1 TABLE LADIES KNIT SHELLS

BOYS SWEATERS

Reg. $3.99
Reg. $4.99

Sale $5.88

I GROUP LADIES SWEATERS

3 to 7 and 8 to 20
Reg. $12.00 to $22.00 Sale $8.00 to $14.67

Reg. $8.99 Reg. $10.00
Reg. $22 50

Sale $2.88

Reg. $12.99

Sale % Price

BOYS SUITS

$5.99 to $14.99

Sale $1.88

No Iron
Reg. $6.00

Sale IA Price

Reg. $7.99

CH1LDRENS SWEATERS

Sale 1/3 Off

Reg. $6.99 to $23.99

$12.99 to $39.99

Sale $1.88
Sale $4.88

Reg. $1.99
Reg. $3.29 & $3.49
Reg.$4.00 & $4.99

BOYS CASUAL PANTS

BOYS SPORT COATS
3 to 7
Reg. $9.00 & $10.00
10 to 20
Reg. $12.00 to $22.95

Reg. $2.99
Reg. 0.00 &.$6.00

Assorted Styles - Colors
SPECIAL
$2•88 to $7.88

OVER THE KNEE FASHION HOSE
Reg. $19.99
Reg. $16.99 & 17.99

$1.00

1 GROUP BEDSPREADS

Sale $4.88

Reg. $1.00

$1.00

Sale $1.88

CHILDRENS SLACK SETS

ASSORTED ALUMINUMWARE

Sale $26.65
Sale $22.50

Reg. $9.00

. CH1LDRENS SLACKS

Sale $1.00 To $1.66

SPECIAL

I RACK LADIES DRESSES

CHILDRENS DRESSES
3 to 6X
Reg. $2.29'& $2.49 & $3.49 Sale $1.88
Reg. $3.99 & $4.99
Sale $2.88
Reg. $5.99 & $6.99
Sale $4.88
Reg. $7.99 & $8.99
Sale $6.88
Reg..$9.99 & $10.99
Sale $8.88

Reg. $2.00 To $3.00

I GROUP KITCHEN PLASTICIVARE

MENS SPORT COATS
S

Sale $1.22

BOYS SHIRTS

MENS PANTS
Reg. $40.00
Reg. $30.00

Sale 77c yd.

SECOND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

7-14
Reg- $2.99 to $6.99

I RACK LADIES SHIRTS
Reg. $4.99 to $13.99

Sale 1/3 off

LADIES SWEATERS
Reg. $4.99 to $12.99 Sale $3.33 to $8.66

I GROUP LADIES BLOUSES
Reg. $2.99, $3.99 & $4.99 Sale 1.00 Ea.

I GROUP LADIES BLOUSES

Sale /
1 2 Price

CHILDRENS WINTER COATS

Reg. 2.99
Reg. $3.99
Reg. $4.99
Reg. $6.99

Sale $2.00
Sale $2.33
Sale $3433
Sale $4.00

Values From $9.99 to $29.99
- Sale % Price

CIIILDRENS GLOVES
Reg. $1.00, $1.49, & $1.99 Sale 77c each

CHILDRENS OUTING PAJAMAS
Reg. $1.79, $2.29, & $2.99 Sale $1.00

I TABLE CHILDRENS SLIPS
Reg. $1.19 to
$3.49

Odds & Ends
% PRICE

I GROUP SLIPS
Reg. $2.99 & $3.99
Reg. $5.00 & $6.00

Sale $2.00
Sale $3.00

Sale 88c each

GHILDRENS JACKETS
Reg. $4.00
Reg. $5.00

I TABLE BRAS AND GIRDLES

Sale $1.88
Sale OM

LADIES DRESSES
1 Rack Reg. $3..99-$19.99 Sale % Price
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Truth-In-Lending
For Mortgage Also

100R
RESSES
Sale 1/3 Off

COATS
Sale $10.60
Sale $12.00
Sale $14.00
. Sale $20-00

OATS
ale /
1 2 Price

&
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usually used in the news columns of a newspaper.
The regulations add that in
Mistiming credit terms, any additional information must clarify and not mislead or confuse
the reader.
SAN FRANCISCO (UPD—
By JAMES I. SRODES
this year.
The creditor gets some pro- bnormally short children may
The
regulations
cover all tection, too. One who
WASHINCYTON (UPI> —
lends be helped in the future through
"Read the fine print" may soon credit deals from charge ac- money for the construction of the use of a synthetic growth
counts
to
mortgagee.
join "get a horse" in the muExcluded a house stands first In line for ormone, says the director of
seum of obsolete phrases un- are government and corpora- his money against other crede pituitary gland bank at the
tion
credit
transaction
s and itors who might have interests niveraity of
der the Federal Reserve
California Mediany
consumer
loan
not covered on the property.
Board's proposed new truth-in 1 Center.
by
a
mortgage
which
involves
lending regulations.
Dr. Roberto F.scamilla POWs
The lender also must state
The board's proposals in a more than $25.000.
progress has been marls
the amount of down payment • 70-page booklet even specify
Finance Charges
ce UC professor Herbert
or that no down payment is retype algae to be used in credit
The emphasis is on the fi- quired, the amount of
ens first discovered the
installagreements. The coverage of its nance charges the lender
adds ment payments if there are rowth hormone in animal'
provisions ranges from credit to the loan. The housing sec- ehy, the dollar
amount of fi- lands in 1924
cards to the single most impor- tion has a detailed list of what nance charges
and the number
Animal hormones proved
tant Item a person buys in his is a finance charge and
what of Installments, and the period ineffective in humans, but anlifetime—his home.
Is a reasonable expense which of repayment and
the due other UC professor, Dr. H. C.
Because nearly all homes are the borrower should pay as the dates of the installment
pay- Li, isolated the human
growth
bought with some form of coat of buying a house and lot. ments
hormone using human pituicredit, any regulations which
Excluded from the tally of
tary
glands.
affect the relationship between finance charges are fees for ti- For Calorie Counters
lender and borrower are signif- tle examinations, title insurLow calorie cranberry cheese
The Oorld's first Pituitary
icant.
ance or deed settlements, along salad is tangy and colorful.
The board's regulations make with advance tax or insurance Dissolve 1 envelope of low cal- Gland Bank was established in
significant changes affecting payments, notary fees, apprai- orie lemon gelatin in Y2 cup of 1960 at TIC and more than 30,both. The basic aim is to make sal fees and charges for reports boiling water. Stir in 1Y2 cups 000 glands have been collected
the terms of borrowing easier
of creamed cottage cheese. F111 since. Last year, Li completed
•
to understand for the borrower. on the borrower's credit stand- 8 half cup salad molds halfway studies of the molecular strucMost of the burden is put on ing.
with mixture; chill until firm. ture of the growth hormone,
which he hopes will lead to a
• the lender.
In setting out the terms of, a Soak 1 tablespoon of unflavorThe truth-in-lending rules mortgage or other credit agree- ed gelatin in 4 cup of low synthetic hormone.
go into effect July 1, but the ment involving property,
calorie, cranberry juice cockthe
regulations even cover the size tail. Put over lovi heat and stir
Federal Reserve committee of
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (UPD—
type to be used in printing until disliolved. Add 1.cup of
which drafted the regulations credit
numbers and percent- cranberry juice cocktail. Chill The City of San Diego opens
put out a tentative draft for
until
syrupy. Spoon over cheese a year-long celebration in Janages—no smaller than 10 point
public comment before issuing Roman
bold face type. This is layer in molds. Chill until firm. uary in honor of its 200th ana final version at the end of one
niversary.
size larger than the type 'Fifty calories per serving.
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Science Aids
Shod Children

O

41

ROUND TABLE — The expanded Vietnam peace talks are in
session at the International Conference Center in Paris
with all principals seated. The four delegations are 1clock-

wise from left) National Liberation Front (Viet Congi,
North Vietnam, South Vietnam and the United States. Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge faces camera in foreground.

RON KNIT
Sale $26.88
Sale $20-88

OL SUITS
Sale $20.00

IT TOPS
1
2Price
ale/

HATS

SPECJAL

BOYS
ACK
ETS
,;
C01.01
SST.
4i.

.. Sale $1.00
... Sale $1.88
... Sale $2.44
„.. Sale $2-884

ES

& STYLES
,

[EIS

SALE

19 Sale $5.00
19 Sale woo

LIM J1MS
Sale 1/3 off

•

Sale 1/3 off

Now$1.0

ITERS

ONE GROUP

$3.33 to $8.66

_LADIES
SPORTSWEAR..

BLOUSES
Sale 1.00 Ea.

Sale $2.00
,-.. Sale $2.33
.„.. Sale $3.33
,... Sale $4.00

f*, GIRL'S
IA-141 COATS
VALUES TO
$16.88

SKIRTS
JACKETS
2 PC. SUITS
VALUES TO $q. 44

13

.. Sale $2.00
Sale $3.00

FR

BEAUTIFUL SCENES
17 X 38

•0

$2.43
$5•83 13C
24 X 4R

ONE RACK

GIRDLES

REG. $7.88 -$8.00

BLACK - TAN
VALUES TO '$14.88

SHIRTS

BLOUSES

38-46 ALL
WEATHER
COATS

PAPER
TOWELS

LADIES SKIRTS'
SIZES 7/8 To I7A8
ALL WOOL
ASST. PATTERNS_ 41.4 COLORS
VALUES TO $ 7.66

9 X 12

.
11
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Simpson,Kunz and Keyes Are
First Picks In Football Draft

TIMES —
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The Draft

0. J. Simpson Says He Will
Play Pro Ball For 5 Years

SPORTS

a

•

BYJOS CARNICELLI
picks belonged to the Los Angeles Rams, who took Larry
UFO Spells Weller
— It wee a Smith of Florida, Jim Seymour
NM YORK
ENOSIgle 411111041111 dad 0- J. of Notre Dame, and Bob Hallo
11111110111 wee geing to "sumer of Southern Calikonia.
The moot highly touted playDees= big there were NW
elany mieggises Teem* whim er overlooked on the fine round
Ilte pre leetbeli tame beld the was Terry Hannotty at Notre
big met gm& at the NO Dame, who was picked by Pittsher* on the second round afdied.
other players had been
The Mg =prim mosawhie t"
Albeit Mew pickled ellierted. It was reminiscent of
,
geemed. leek etliesive teak het mason when Gary Bebee
amp lam of Notre Dime. of UCLA didn't go until the
The Pekoes bad slid they aecoad rounde
wanted ellimekve lhommin mad
were thinking of pieldeg Kunz
but still gseemed hard to beNEW YORK. Jan. 28.
1Hve they meld pass up Fur— Here is the round-byhue's vermin. Leroy Keyes.
But the selection of KI/OZ bro- round list of selections in Temught hock inimiories of last day's pro football draft:
elltST ROUND
year's dna whin Southern Col0_ .1.
4-41 lgeg
itornia's ollimmive tackle Boa
term
Yary woe the No. 1 pick by
Minnesota.
ealismernes.
fint Mee
_
The Philadelphia Dogleg. who
FRANCONIA. N.H. — As long as Elizabeth Thiele.
"ala
were expected to take Ted Kwayears. has her ;treeless baby bottle, sbe's ready to tackle the
lick of Penn State, Peoltod third
Mittersill slopes with the help of her mother. Mrs. Robert
and quickly grabbed
Theirs ef Wakefield, N.H. Elizabeth was the youngest entry
while he inn still avagelge.
in *Ode ebildren's slalom held at this White Mountain resort
Resumes Today
In baser of National Ski Week.
The draft resumes today with
•
the final 10 rounds everted to
be completed_
Gam
Among other surprises in
Mat
fir* round were the
Ivy
two
Leaguers,
of
Warm:
kevenenttr
ock Res
quarterback Marty Deems
flefifWel
San Dies) and Yale
Vejk
. °S
=
l
Calvin Hill by Dallas.
prosgood
raarer
had been listed as a
nis.loam
pect but no one .expected
By MILTON RICHMAN
1"11 be able to do it. I really
Ma.
IMMO
to so on the first round.
UPI Sports Writer
don't intend making a long carsane.NM
OS
Greg Cook of the Univereity
"\.
eer out of football because there
ni„Tr
seri
of Cincinnati was selected by
NEW YORK UPI - The world are other things I'd like to do."
. issee
;
the Cisieleznati &meals, who
and football's biggest jackpot evCoferwital
What other things?
picked fifth, as the first quarti Dolga Ante Tarter
er both lie at 0. J.- Simpson's
WM:Slisels.fraerleme
erback to be grabbed. Pittst
Nell Kromer.aserehe
"Primarily, I want to go into
emo feet now and all he has to do is
burgh picked fourth and took A end M.
_ Dromm•cesevzoseti- Mod. down and pick them up. juvenile work and I knew irks
tackle
defensive
Greene,
a
Joe
rons-al Pew
.
deemThere's one hitch, though. Pe- I was younger 1 listened to youngOm est Peonc:
Dm.
OM&
from north Tema St.
*Wm ople keep pushing him.
_
IT.1
.
P
er people much more than older
__
I
the
rMa.V
.
of
one
I
monk
Green Bay took
wigwam HNM
Jews Levies. genber.
Every place he goes now they people," Simpson said. "So 1
Zeollseas
Mews gag Clem
most surprising first round Mem
i Pittsburgh ham all want to know the same thing. don't want to get too old before
choices, Villanova's defensive
Iteroenn Clevelanst. Warren
"What've you got in mind, I go into that field. I'd be de.
tackle Richie Moore. But the W.
ater
riu
tri=1.
.1assa:El Peso
Ion uam. Ron nems.'
,
Jaime tack, 0. 1.' Dormy Anderson gor$600,- testing my own purpose."
Packers have a habit of making
• fiee Oeleets. Irem SC Laws. nice
. 000 from Green Bay. Are you
Originally, 0. J. had said he
e good selections so the jury will
going after his record?" 0. j. wanted to play in the NFL, proln
remain out until Moore hoe a
Simpson will be 22 his next ably with one of the clubs in Calet&
chance to pro** hinesett
reneire
birthday. That means he wasn't ifornia where he comes "from,
wawa.
Other Picks
George esener.
born .yesterday. He realizes mo- where he went to school and
The other first round picks 'nom TIMP•f Wasarell.
Tess A erd OA; New IM
MS"
Jels. Al st people have a normal curiosity
were Ron Setters of Florida by Waadoll.
where it's usually warmer. But
ararlerlawk. Wm.
about money, particularly abed he wasn't given the same oppore
TIMID ROAM
-Boston, Kerala by San. Fran•
Georgia
of
Stanfill
how much the other guy is getting, tunity the ABA is giving Lew
cine), Bill
and while that curiosity some- Alcindor. 0. J. couldn't choose
by Miami. Fred Dyer of San
York
redellauria. JOS Raga saler.
times borders on downright nos- any team he liked so he made up
Diego it. by the New
eyness he also realizes that peop- his mind to be happy in Buffalo
- Giente• Rufus Meyer of Ohio
le are going to keep asking those where it sometimes grows coldSW. by Mice., ass Pritch- =Ler
ard of'Arttona St. by Houston, el=
questions.
er than a witch's toes.
Peck,
Gene Washington of Stanfor
That didn't seem to worry him
Sallestad
"Since it's obvious I'm going
by San Frareisco.
much Tuesday sitting there in the to play in Buffalo, I've taken
Atadt.s.„..."W"lein.miaraMisn''Twidd
W wd.
gratea
Alm Joan Stunners of Like
gaol Drums •San Francisco borne of his wife's the attitude there, the way it's
laokle, T=D
parents not too long after the Bu- going to be," be said. "Pm
Ohio, by New Orient. Sob 4"1"..
..tkle
CtO
M
Babe* of Miami of OW by Cr=k1=ler:ts
ffalo Bills had made him the No. going to try to do the best job
'"gl."=`"
4„
'"°•17,1""s
se—' 1 draft in the nation. Calmly and I can; adust the best I can,
Iles Diego, Baehr TAM of flam.
ret,7...7= frUS cooly, and without being evasive Lately I've been lookin at the
11111Wsuri by St. Leeds; Bee
'iS Nees amass Finieses. leen.
him= of Yield.= by Cleve- It.fosissis sera
at all, 0. J.did his best to answer good sides. Now that I'm going
. lemesedier.
land, Art Thome of Syracusae Wisdarlala Da=ne..
highs. 11•01 the questions.
to be tack East I'm sorta looking
Aeries
snow
hew
s
Lee
by Los Angeles. Jigs Marvels Amens IllireaW Dire*. en., Draw,. de"I don't know exactly what forward to usine those snowmonten.
OSNMu
neck.
Ogles.
Mee;
of Tennessee Add by Kansas
Donny Anderson got," he said. biles they have there and learnSNOW
Orn. Una/
City, Eddie Hints. at Oklahoma
ash
MOMS "Really I don't care that mech. ing to ski."
UMW
by Betimore and Dave Fahey
I'm just hoping to get a NE pd.
Learning taithet_?
amiav tqgt NM
rs
the Na York
eihresin. nines. ce."
of obi° Rate
"Ski," repeated O.J.S'imgs
- on.
deelf. NM
Jets.
Hello, Jim Loeborge You've just
FOURTIS ROUND
The other three first roend
ug•
.
041ev
Welk Carw
Define Term
got yourself a buddy to go down
zatr.
those slopes.
kgrwifinnim,
ese
"What do you consider a fair
neeidele Pick. Pim
Tenor. nawlag heck.elnow
NM gaged
NM price?" I asked him.
,..ste= 6401.
11...r•••
"One that I think I'm worth,
am Inencleco. man Coserelk Aim Seta judging on the record and on
IWWWWw. Indlitah geglinere.
what I've done," Simpson said.
liat,Tilla
ses
"l
TW'
ects. DagtrCliarrell•
"Besides the money, is there
waive Veda ~awl Stele; Mem. ger.
something else you specifically
"'"bwrra41.sa
efr
"Crntnk.ms,
tToik.j
em Car
r
'
iee. Rude Radinsed. delenshe
want written into the contract?"
Peat..
NEW YORK
The Unit- Wick.
NASSAU, The Bahamas tie
u
r
ojere
"Yes, I hope to have certain
ed Press Immo/MI*1ml mild
• eock. Gromeate,
injury clauses in there where if — Barbara Jo Rubin, 19, her
sax'
college basketball ratings with gam tarsere
‘vha
runnZtowit.,
eeL Odemel.
t
,
I eet hurt playing football it won't pigtails flying, broke horse racfirst place votes and wonmusten. wen Sai NOW ear
hurt me that much financially. I ing's sex barrier Tuesday and
fer.555 an .1 $tats, St
records in parentheses, eighth
won her first race as well.
Rhoda. wart. Wirth.
Fres, Serheers. densienreShay;
beck, guess it'll be a three-year conweek
Jockeys at Miami's Tropical
tract.
I
don't
get
plan
hurt,
to
you
Amnon.
Jain
Zook. defenew
Teams
Mitts Kellsos. Oakland. Ruhr
Park had boycotted her when
JeCkaah keine.
understand.
1
haven't
been
hurt
1. Ky. Wslyn (24)113-2) 12:1 Neer liteoce Slate. Kamm City. Jack Rue.
she tried to ride there.
al/h wrier,
Mew Orisons.
too much, but I think there shou2. Nev. Las Veg (1) (13-3) =4 NM Deem Mertherestlent;
gals thallesett. tackle. ScumThe 109-pound Miami girl
WTI Mans. Atlanta,fro. Soffeefei Ceti
ld be certain things in your con- jockey rode heavily-fa
3 Ashland
Lvons. asigner• neck. Kentucky OM
(1)
.(1e3) 177 Vert
vored Fly
Arts.
Udell
Wahl,
Jones.
Annotessto
tract."
3 SW La.
U24) 164
Away to a three-length victory
monems
One of the first things 0. J. In the five furlong sprint,
6 S. P. Austin (1) (14-1) 181
the
immea. eau.
7 SW Me.
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Gene McCutcheon, Sports Editor

The Cellosoy County Laker*
a bard fought battle to the
kist
FALCONS CHOOSE TWO
South Mailing Rebels lest nigb*
score of 87 to 82.
NEW YORK erl — Two Ken- by the
The gone wiss OP and tuck
tucky college grid stirs Tueswith neither team
day were chosen by the Atlanta Ml the waypuhatential lead on
Pekoe', of the National Foot- gaining a
until the fourth quarball League in the annual pm- the other
ter.
fessional
football draft here.
The Bucks won the league footBy GARY KALE
The Rebels went into the
ball title and the national Versatile Dicky Lyons, a star fourth frame trailing 47 to 45
UPI Sports Writer
tailback and defensive back for
Davidson has a little of Is, T. championship.
but a brief surge put them in
Dave Sorenson scored 30 the Universe yof Kentucky and the lead and they newer let it
Barnum in its makeup. The
Wildcats never give • sucker points, but it took the explosive the Southeastern Conference's
go.
play of sophomore Jim Chia- Defensive Player of the Year
an even break.
High scorer for the night was
was
picked
on
the
fourth
round.
' The fourth-ranked 'Cats .1- mons to trigger the Ohio State
Sherman Cothren of South MarThe
University
of
Louisville's
towed George Washington to victory. Cle4unons netted three
shall with 24 points fa/lowed by '
take an early 19-14 lead and field goals and assisted on an- Wally Oyler, the Cardiniee Gary McGregor, also of South,
starting
quarterback,
was chojust when the unwary colonials Other during a two-minute span
with 19 points. Rich Perry and
were lulled into a sense of ex- His two free throws with 3:30 sen by the Falcons on the sixth Phil Norwood also hit in douround
o
fthe
draft.
treme confidence sicced Mike to go made it 64-61 and he iced
ble figures for the Rebels %vitt
Maloy and Doug Cook on their the game with a basket on a
10 points each.
steel 19 seconds later.
Southern Conference foes.
son on the tremendous 40-point
Darrell Cleaver again led, the
Maloy sored a Wildcat high 30
Seers. 20 Points
performance by sophomore Ken lAkers charge with 13 points
points and grabbed 19 rebounds. Dave Scholz scored 20 points Durett. The Explorers amassed while Charles Rushing pumple
Cook seared GW with a 28-point for the surprised mini and mov- 68 points in the second half to ed in 12 and Mike Ernetburger'
outburst and 13 retrieves as ed into third place among Il- rout St. Francis of Pennsylvso was right behind him with 10
Davidson won 94-74 Tuesday linois all-time scorers With 1,- is 107-95. Norm Vanlier and Bill points.
night for * 15-1 season record. 306 points.
Snodgrass each scored 27 points
Wisconsin of the Big 10 dee for the Frankie,s.
Has 'Talent"
16 31 45-67
So. Marshall
George Washington had some feated state rival Marquette 3616 30 47 — 63
In other top games, Jackson. Calloway Co.
•Tallent" of its own, Bob and 50 and ended the Warriors' win- rifle, Fla. rode Rex llorgan's
South Marshall (67) — CothMike, who bombined for 33 ning streak at 11 games.
23 points to a 72-81 triumph ran 24, McGregor 19, Perry 10,
points. Bob Tallent, the fifth
Jack Johnson's 24 points play- over Hawaii, Temple stopped Norwood 10, Palmer 4.
leading scorer in the nation, ed a major role in the Badg- Duke 73-69, Rick Robertson netCalloway County (62) -- Clescored 34 points and brother ers' triumph. George Thompson ted 27 points as Cincinnati aver 15, Rushing 12, Ernetbliggee,
broke Don Kojis' Marquette downed Bradley 82-82 in a Mis- er 10, Sears 9, Hanellne 8,
Mike netted 21.
Davidson, another powerful school record when he tallied souri Valley Conference Game, nes 8, Limiter...
club seeking to demolish UCLA 14 points for * career total of Pittsburgh upset West Virginia
if it gets a chance it the Bruins 1,509, five more than the total 90-87 as Mike Caldwell tallied
in the NCAA championships, accumulated by Kojis, now a 25 points, St. Joseph's Pa. beat
The American League in
now is 6-0 in conference play. National Basketball Associetion Evansville 96-84, Florida State baseball was created in 1900.
Ohio State, ranked 17th, up- star with the San Diego Roc- topped South Carolina 87-76, comprising teams from Buffalo,
set eighth-rated Illinois 76-67 kets.
Long Island U. edged St. Louis Chic•g o.. Cleveland. Detroit
Tenth-ranked LaSalle won its 64-83, and Houston whipped Kansas City. Indianapolis. Milas the Buckeyes attempt a grand
waukee and Minneapolis.
slam in the Big 10 Conference. 15th game in 16 starts this sea- Team ARM 85-7L

Davidson Looking For UCLA
In Championship Tourney
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servo's( sire)

Vi cup Crisco 011•
1 cup water
4 eggs

Bleed ef Inver:bents in a large bowl, then beet at medourn
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a greased and floured 10 'rich tube pen at 350' for about
45 55 minutes, untrl
center
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scorer for the night VMS
n Cothran of South Marith 24 points followed by
EcGregor, also of South,
i points. Rich Perry and
orwood also hit in douurea for the Rebels viitb
its each.
fl Cleaver again led,the
charge with 15 points
,
Charles Rushing p11mp-4
,2 and Mike Ernistburgerw
gilt behind him with 10
16 31 45-67
retail
16 30 47-83
iy Co.
Marshall (67) - CothMcGregor 19, Perry 10,
)d 10, Palmer 4.
way County (62) - Cie1, Ruihing 12, ErnstburgSears 9, Smell& 8, Ro- r
Lsesiter.

American League in
11 was created in 1900,
sing teams from Buffalo,
a g 0.. Cleveland, Detroit
I City, Indianapolis, Mile and Minneapolis.
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NOTICE

POR SALM

Y OPENED in Murray,
apeCialbillS in
Ogle portraiture. For
call TUBB'S STUDIO
South 12th. 751-2007.
D-TFN
IRIOE Store. 510 MaIn
•
Year bad headquarters
man aid WO. Exclusive deal
ers for these nationally adver
•Used brands, Acme, Red Wing
Havrkeye, Wellington, Dingoa
Tazas and Diamond brands,
4 dress, casual and work boots

Tiny Tree Growers
IT. PAUL, Minn. (UPI)112ms•Mota feels that Smoky
the Bear needs help, and the
state has evolved a novel way
to help Smoky. Every fourthgrade student in one-third of

available to the schools by
Minnesota forest industries.
By giving each youngster •
tree of his own to plant and
care for, Minnesota conservationists hope to instill an appreciation of how long it takes
the state's school districts has to grow a tree and how imporbeen given a tree seedling to tant it is to prevent forest
take home and plant. The free fires. If the project is successconifer seedlings, Six to 10 ful it will eventually include all
inches in height, were made the schools in Minnesota

NEW fashion colors are Sue's
delight. She keeps her carpet
colors bright - with Blue Lea
tre! Rent electric shampooer
$1 Tidwell's Pain Store. F-1-C
/2' x WY EMBASSY Mobile
Home, '67 Model. Three-bee
room, all-electric, birch painting throughout Phone MR*
or Puryear 267-3919.
ITNC
590 CASE tractor and equip
meat Thomas Herndon. Phone
436-2139.
.1-304

CROSSWORD PUZZLE """"est.rdaYsPuide

SALLY'S in-laws coming. She
didn't fluster - cleaned the
ELECTROLUX SALES &
dee. Dos m mem ay. c.icarpets with Blue Lustre. Rent
seadsm rho
" 312.3178. electric shampooer $1. Western
Feb.,6,Nc Auto Store,
F-1-C
L.Ynnville,z,.

ociummaN

ACROSS
1-Lucre
5-Stroke
9.-Not at home
12-Region
13-Time gone by
.19
;811914
15-Classibed
417.Decaysil
19-Ancien) cheriot
20-Frock
21.Slave
23-Entrance
24-Communist
26.11Sere competent
211-Still
31-King of Bashan
32-1Kuminated
33-Pronoun
34-1Kale swan
36-Assistants

RED SEA PHIL-Actrn. Thomas H. Moorer, Chief of Naval
Operations, tells the House
Armed Services Committee
that the U.S. must step up

LADIES! Brands you know at USED WESTINGHOUSE frost
IRE num mop 003 south free refrigerator. Excellent coo4h. sacks, sweaters, tops, dition. Phone 753.2772 after shipbuilding or risk losing
sea supremacy to "expanskirts. Low discount prices! 500 P-m,
J-29-C
sionist" Ritesian naval operFeb.-18-C
BEAUTIFUL full-blooded Dutch ations, Moorer said 58 per
Get rid of pests, they won't Rabbits Special this week. cent of the U.S. fleet is at
leave on their own. Termites Phone 753-6051 after 3:00 p.m
least 20 years old, compared
go right on eating if you ignore
1-304P
to leas than 1 per cent of
them. Kelly's Pest Control Is
the Soviet fleet."
THE OFFICE SUPPLY Store of
the answer, locally owned and
the Ledger & Times has a
operated for 20 years. We can
wide variety of office and schobe reached 34 hours a day. If ol
supplies in stock to satisfy
its a pest call us. Phone 753.
its many customers. If we don't
3914. Member Chamber of Com- have
it, we can get for you
merce and Builders Association
without undue delay.
F-1-ND
LCP-195. Kelly's Pest Control,
100 South 13th Street. Phone 10' x 46' 2-bedroom Mobile,
753-3914.
NEW YORK (UPI)-ColliJ-29-C-H Home. Available to rent at present location for $20.00 per sions between automobiles and
$18,000 IS,NOT TOO MUCH for month.
Call 753-3640, Murray farm machinery were reduced
man over 40, with car, to take Mobile
Homes.
1-31-C by 32 per cent in the first nine
short auto trips near Murray.
months after Michigan adopted
Air mail B. J. Crawford, Pres.,
legislation requiring use of the
fb Panther Chemical Co., Inc.,
LIMY (slow moving vehicle)
AUTOMOSILIIS FOR SALO
Box 52, Fort Worth, Texas
emblem, according to a report
76101.
7-1-C 1968 CHARGER RT. U interest- Issued by the agricultural-ened call 762-3955.
1-28-C gineering department of Michitectory fresh be
gan State University.
- lag aid batteries for all make 1955 OLDSMOBILE, good conState police information
' bearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
dition, V-8, automatic trananis- showed 133 rear-end collisions
/1-1TO sion, good tires. See Jerry Hart involving automobiles and farm
at Liberty _Super Market.
vehicles in 1966 and only 89
WANTED: Girl to share furn1-30-C In 1967 when use of SMV emished 2-bedroom house near
blems was required.
Murray State. Phone 753-4731 1965 CHEVROLET Impala, red
The SMV emblem, developed
•or 753-8438.
F4C with black interior, 396-32 S at Ohio State University, is deengine,,four-speed Hurst with signed to be placed on the rear
straight seats Red ring wide of all .vehicles that normally
POR LINT
oval tires. Call 753-7242. F-3-C operate at speeds of 25 miles an
NICE ROOMS for boys. Single
hour or less. This warns motoror double, one block from 1956 VOLKSWAGEN, in good ists that there is a slow-moving
condition
but
needs
battery,
MSU. Private parting. Phone
vehicle ahead. The triangular
753-6243.
Feb -I-C $100.00. Phone 753-8346. 1-31-C emblem Is 16 inches wide and

1
39-Snakes
41-Was borne
43-Gott shots
45-Ethical
4S-Opened
50-Reign
51-Distance
messunt
52-Devoured.
54-Paradise
55-The sweetsep
Si-Encountered
"
5 99Plitch

Mishaps Cut
By Emblem

* BMC11116PACE: Street level
private parkins space, heat and
water furnished, air conditionfive hundred square feet
7 Will arrange to suit tenant located in National Hotel Build
intl. reasonable. Call 753-5092
753-1283 or see Ed F. Kirk.
1-29-C

(4

1964 FORD pick-up, 34 MA
V-8, four-speed transmission.
Good truck, price $487.50.
Phone 489-3811.
1-31-C
1961 RAMBLER foui-door, sixcylinder, straight shift. Safety
inspected. Price $165.00. Phone
489-3811.

WAITRESS
Night Shift

11.
-Apply In PersonJERRY'S RESTAURANT
641 South

Per All Year
Real 110ate Needs
-CallGUY SPANN REAL MATS
Phone 713.7724

3

nylon wings and a conveyor carries them to a gondola traveling
alongai4e..
operators who replace 30 peach pickers.

It has two.

03311310013C BOO
MOO DOW COM
OUMW U0015 CO3
24
37-Indefinite
number
38-Mock
40-Pigpem
4210erwtian
magistrates
43-Tiger like
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47-Grant um of
49-Obstruct
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1-Roy attendant
2.1e mistaken
3-Rented
4-Diminishes
'5-Cushion
6-Symbol
silver

a peach picker, developed by Ernie Blackwelder, who revolutionized tomato harvesting by developing a tomato picker,
on display at the National Exposition for Food Processors in San Francisco. The 30-foot
machine ha* wings and splits
in two to "surround" a tree. Then it shakes the tree, the
ripe peaches fall into big
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42
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PEACHES AND CREAM - First Lt. Mary Rieddel tries a can of C-Ration peaches
at the let Battalion, 327th Airborne Infantry command post. Lieutenant Rieddel. a
member of the 22d Surgical Hospital in Phi; Bai, Republic of Vietnam, was visiting
former hospital patients from the 101st Airborne Di,ision. The pretty nurse is from
Philadelphia, Pa. The dedication and motivation of Army nurses have won them
the
respect of the American fighting man in Vietnam.
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Peanuts®

Why Students
Cobo Pot

HELP' WANTED

12
15

2

TWO MEN REPLACE 30 -It's

by Charles M. Schulz

14 inches high. It combines a
yellow-orange fluorescent center and a border of red reflective sheeting and is visible up
to 1,000 feet under any driving
conditions, day or night.
Several states have Passed
legislation requiring or permitting its use.

APARTMENT for girls, turn
ished. Half block from Campus
WANYID
Located 1801 Olive. Phone 753- 7282, 753-7498, or 753-8634.
1951, '52 or '53 VAC Oen
J-30-C Tractor. Call 436-2469 after 6
p.m.
1-30-C
WANTED ONE young men to
LARAMIE, WYO. (UPI) share new apartment. Private
Students at universities and
bedroom, kitchen and den.
colleges are using narcotics to
REAL MATS FOR SALE
Wall-to-wall carpet, air-conditrelieve the tension of studies,
ioned. Electric heat. Completely SIX-ROOM
frame house on 2% according to an official of the
furnished with T.V. Located 100 acres
of land on Highway 280. Federal Bureau of Narcotics.
South 13th Street, Kelley's Pest
Dr. Jean Paul Smith, speakPhone 753-4951.
1-30-P
Control.
1-30-C
ing at a seminar on narcotics
BY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick at the University of Wyoming
TWO 3-ROOM furnished apart- and
35 acres on Pottertown at Laramie, said he believed
meats. College boys. Inquire Road near
Lakeway Shores. the need for such an escape
753-6564.
J-31-C Reasonably priced. Phone
4136 was due to the "pressure-cookBEDROOM and kitchen for col- 2458.
.1-28-C er' atmosphere of college.
Smith also said that while
lege girls. 307 South 8th Street.
3% ACRES more or leen in drug education and counseling
Phone 753-3100.
1-31-C Kirtaey, includes 2-story
brick may not be the entire answer
NICE FURNISHED apartment house with dining room, 4 bed- for curing the problem of narrooms,
built in cabinets, carpet cotics on aampus, he felt it offor four college boys. Call 7535885 days, 753-5108 after 5:00 In living room, gas heat, good ten helped.
p. in. and Sundays.
1.31-C well and pump, 40' x 50' ga- "They (students) may be usrage in good condition. On ing drugs just as a way of
NEW 2-BEDROOM duplex Dish- black top road. Can be seen by shaking up other people."
washer, disposal, range, air-con- appointment. Call 480-2626 af- Smith Said. "If you show them
ditioned, carpeted and panelled ter 3:00 p. in.
1-29-C insight into'their problems, you
may be able to help them."
throughout. Located on Locust
Smith
said
Drive. $110 per month. Phone BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick
research
into
753-7550 after 5:00 p. in. F-4-C home. Dining room, family drug abuse was becoming as
room, GE kitchen, including dls. important as research into
NEW 2-BEDROOM apartments, pawl and dishwasher. Large itit, problems such as cancer.
one famished, one unfurnished. fenced beck yard. Upper twen- -The drug problem is pullCall 753-3165 or see Jimmy ties. Call for appointment to see ing us apart as a society." he
Bucy at Liberty. Apartment
after 5:00 p. in. and weekends, said. "Drug abuse tells you
cated corner Sunnylane and 758-3123.
ITC more about the person involved, rattfer than the drug."
Henry.
1-31-C
NEW HOUSE; 3-bedroom brick.
All carpet, tile bath, central
heat, utility, carport and 100 w
illiviCaS °FMK*
185 ft lot. $16,000.00 Call Howard G. Bury 753-1861
F4C
TREE WORK, brush clearing
and removal.
Also fireplace
wood for sale. Call 753-8572.
1-31New Geography
SAN FRANCISCO UPI) A "new geography" is being
HELP WANTED
tested for the flrst Lime this
AY COOK, wanted also night year on 1,000 students in 22
I cook. Night clean-up man. states.
pply in person Triangle Inn. Developed by the High
1-30-C School Geography Project of
the Association of American
Geographers, the
year - long
course emphasizes the "why"
of men's activities, rather than
the "what." It is based in the
settlement theme-why people
live and work where they do
and how they adjust to their
surroundings
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WELL, ITS SUPPOSED TO
BE A HARE DRYER,
ISN'T IT?
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
BUT WHAT IF THE
GENUINE KING KASHMER
SUDOENLY REAPPEARS,
VOLJR HIGHNESS r

THE KING MEETS A
TRAGIC DEATH. HE FALLS
FROM A CLIFF
INDULGING IN HIS FAVORITE SPORT, MOUNTAIN
CLIMBING

WHILE

WE ACCUSE HIM OF BEING
AN IMPOSTOR:: THE PEOPL E
WILL DESTRAV HIM FOR
BESMIRCHING THE
OF THEIR. P EC 0UM
O
SEMORY

A PLOT WORTHY
OF LUCRETIA
BORGIA;

la

KING
ICASHmSg!

THAT OLD HAG
COULD
HAVE EQUALLED
IT, EVEN IN HER
PRIME;

Neva&

UPAr 1.4
ifN

ir

RETURNS FROM EXILE vormer Venezuelan president
Marcos Perez Jimenez stops
st4Rio the Janeiro on his
way to earacas to assume
his new duties as senator.
The former dictator was
forced into exile after a 18158
revolution_and has been ligt.
ing in iturope

by Ernie.Bu,ImlIer
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Former Countian
Succumbs At Paris

BOWLING
STANDINGS_

—

MURRAY. ILENTUCKT_______

MRS. NMI

•
•
•
(Continue/ Free Peel Ousel
• The funeral for Mrs. Fannie
Indies in the Caribbean Sea, which was sunk by the JapaVaientine of Diggs Apartment, the Hurt car going west on Popninety miles south of Cuba.
nese in 1937 in the Yanztee RivPori',
TOM., wee held Monday lar Street.
The Murray gui amid her ma- er. This incident caused a furat the McEvoy Chapter, Paris Damage to the Hurt car was
jor amienmeot on the island or at the tune and here about
Burial was in the Bethel Ceme- on the left side and to the
MAGIC-TRI
will be conducting Vacation thirty years later his son is
Beam car on the front end.
tery.
BOWLING LIAGUI
Bible Schools.
publicized to the same extent in
January 21, 1941
Mra. Diggs. age 66. died SatShe will leave in July sad be a different situation.
urday at the Henry County Gen- Another collision occurred at
Tema Seedless:
W.
pise for about seven or eight
11:30 am. Tuesday between twe
eral Hospital.
63 13
weeks Most of the missioaar Anyes• who watched the Mir- kihnesn's Grocery
pickup trucks on South 4th
She
born
was
howined
Rettig.
April
51
7,
35
1900
lea stay for tea weeks: but the acle Worker on TV beet night
Street.
Calloway
in
County,
the
Beauty
School
Sven
50
daughas
&Wren in Jamaica do not pi without emotion is a cool etaster of the late Steve Bailey en• Trucks involved were • 1951
44 32
out of school until the fret of lamer indeed. The life of Helm Jerrre
Minnie Men-ell Bailey. She wee Datsun pickup driven by WalJuly for the start of the bible Kellar who was Wed, deaf, and Murray Beauty Salon 42 94
a member of the Paris Church ter Glenn Hill of Murray Route
41 35
Schools, and bliss Tarty said for a while speechless. The hie Dank of Murray
Tour, and a 1963 Ford Pickup
of Christ.
Food Market 30 of
she would have to leave in time meniaation tif this scared, rebelSurvivors include two sis- driven by Thomas Marvin Colas 50
to resume her studies here in lious, defiant little creature shut Onuntiy Kitchen
ters, Mrs. Martha Hudgin.s of son of Alexi Route One.
September.
sway from the world of Sight Carroll Volkswagen 17
Paris and Mrs_ Elsie McCor- Police mid Colson, going
16 so
Miss Tarry, a sophomer psy- and sound was as emotion pack- Clifford's Gulf
north on South 4th Street, watee
Nigh Tema Odom WI4C
mick of Buchanan.
chology major, applied for the ed as any fiction could pose&
turning
around and misjudged
Rowland
Reinstitution
__
1045
program
thrsummer mission
1Y be.
his distance between his veJohnson's Gregory
1006
ough the local Baptist Studeat
hicle and the Hill truck going
Bank of Minim
1006
Union. and appeared before the
Wife fixed an Eaglish Pee Ca&
south on South 4th Street. The
Nigh Teem 3 Genoa WIC
reviewing board in Murray.
serole last night with Almonds Johnson's Grocery
Hill truck collided with the Co)31111
Each campus was allowed to
and different things in it. That's Rowland Refrigeration
son car in the south bound lane
3076
send a certain number of stureally eating.
of traffic, according to the poCountry Kitchen
27117
dents to the date to appear belice report.
Nigh tea Same Scratch
fore the board for assignment.
Get se cold watching the Arctic LaVaughn Latimer
Damage to the,Hill truck was
198
Each BSU on the Kentucky
Odeesy on TV last night, we Peggy Owen _ _____
on the left front fender, front
197
zainpus worts to make money
just got up and fixed us a cup
bumper, grill, and hood, and to
191
BIG CLEANUP NEXT"
during the year to contribute of but tea. We use the instant Wanda Nance
-A water-pH cascades down where Bug Tujiinga Canyon Road once
the Colson truck on the left
High Ind. GUIs avist
was in the [...GS Angeles area?1, This
to support the various summer tea. Lot less trouble.
is 11 small part of the repair and cleanup job in Calirear
side
and
Owen
Peggy
rear
bumper.
249
fornia after those days of ruin that evacuated thousands and left nearly a hundred dead.
mission projects.
Annual
tr'l
The
Scout
Cookie
These
LaVaughn
three
accidents
Latimer
make
234
The students were judged by Our sympathy to the family of
Jean Chancey
227 Sale will begin Friday, January- a total of forty-three reports of
the State Selections Committee Kra. Rudy Allbritten.
High
Ind.
31 in the Bear Creek Girl Scout collisions investigated by the
3
Scratch
GISMOS
on the basis of maturity, pee
US 2-4 230-260 lbs 519.00-19.75:
565 Council. More than 2,800 girls Murray Police Department for
locality, ability, knowledge of Geed to hear that Phil Mitchell Bobbie Garrison
The world's first atomic SubUS 3-4 250-280 lbs $18.25-19.25;
Marilyn Parts
509 and Adult advisors voll•beievolv- the month of January.
church organization and doctmarine. "Nautilus," was
is improving following a heart LaVaughn Latimer
SOWS:
501 ed ethe sale.
Federal-St:tie Market Ness Serrine, and experience.
launched at Groton. Conn., in
attack on February 17.
High Ind. 3 MINNS WHC
Five favored varieties are invice, Wednesday, Jan. 29, 1969 US 1.2 270-350 lbs 115.50-17.00; 1954.
A mayor part of the applies
Bobbie Garrison
653 eluded in the selection this year
Kentucky Purchase Area Hag US 1.3 300-400 lbs 514.50-15.25.
• • •
lion was a personal interview
LaVaughn Latimer
609. and the price per box 1.5'50 cents.
Market Repirt lnzludes 10 Buy- US 2-3 400-600 lbs 113.5044.50
conducted by J. Chester Due
Tree _of MassachuState
The
Virginia Buchanan
607 Man; projects and activities are
ing Stations.
ham, State Director of Student
setts is the American Elm.
Splits
C.
everted
Modern
Receipts
612 Hc3d, narrows and
aerial cameras can
financed through the Cookie Sale. , (Continued From Pees One)
Work, and the BSU Summit
Marilyn Parks
3-10, Solicitations for sales of cookies
Gilts 50r Higher; SJWS 2530e pinpoint objects smaller than
Missions Selection Committee.
Census — Adults .... 107
JAhson
La Verne Ryan __.,.
in
open
court
Wednesa
37
compact
1
car from altitudes
Higher.
Nathan Hale was born in
will be made on a door-to-door
Miss Tarry, a 1967 graduate
Census — Nursery ... 5
Ka
Katherine LiOt
3-10 basis as well as authorized sales day was Rear Adm. George L US 2.3 190-240 13 $20 00-20.75; of 100 to 300 miles, says Na- Coventry. Conn.
of Murray High School, is an Admissions. January V. 11149
Wanda Nance
3-7 booths by girls in uniform or Cassell, a staff officer for the US 2-4 190-240 lbs 519.75-20.23; tional Geographic.
active member of the First BorMrs. Patricia Faircloth and Martha Ails ____ 54-10
commander-in-chier of--the U.S.
& 5-6 bearing proper identification.
ba Church. She is editor el a belly girt, Route 1, Benton;
Betty Dixon ____ 4-5-7 & 3-6-7
Pacific Fleet at the time of the
mimeographed
The
small weekly
Bear Creek Girl Scout
Mrs. Linda Hargrove and baby Anna Flood
, Pueblo's capture. Cassell is now 411
2-7
newsktter published each week hoy,'Waktrop Tri. Crt., Murray;
Council involves Ballard, CarlisOlivia Marshall
commander of "Strike Force
" 5-10 le, Calloway, Critteodon,
by the Baptist Student Union Aubrey Fitts, 705 Story Ave,
Fulton, South," a part
Hilda jackets
of the NATO
5-7
under the direction of Rev Mersey; Lester Worimpn, 1001
Livingston,
Gra-yew-Hickman,
LNieb led. Agitajigi
command in the Atlantic.
Lloyd Cornell. MSU director.
yon, McCracken and Marshall coWalnut Drive, Murray; James Marilyn Parks
157
Nichols. an active member of Sbekeil, Route 3, Murray; Mrs Bobbie
unties in Kentucky as well as PoGarrison
156
the Memorial Baptist Church. Lillian Dunn and baby boy, Rt.
pe and Massac counties in IllinMildred Hodge
156
)gurray, will be pastor of a S. Murray; Master William Kipp,
ois.
Susan Strasberg and Hazel
Wanda Nance
155
youth team which will conduct Route 6, Murray; Mrs. Elena Betty
A goal of thirty boxes per girl Scott have been added to the
Dixon
_____
,_ 153 has been established with special cast of "The Experiment." 90revivals in Eastern Kentucky Alexander, 314 North 12th St,
Katherine La;
mountain cburche.s. He is a Murray; Mrs. Regina Kirkham, LaVaughn
Minute original video drama
Latimer
'149 incentive awards of csunperships
sophomore psychology major atf 1100 Main Street, Murray; Mrs.
being offered. To earn a Day which ,CBS will air Feb. 25. AlIsabel Parks
142
Murray State University.
ready cast were Barry Sullivan.
Edna Dublin, 2)3 South,12th Martha Ails
140 Camp campership, a girl must John Astin, Rosemary Murphy.
Appointed to serve as mis-, Street, Murray; Lucian Lock- Joye Rawland
sell 48 boxes and for a camper14e
Douglas and Tisha Stersonar-its in the land Between ham Route 1. Murray. lin
ship at Beae Creek, a sake goal N. K.
— Mildred Hodge, Sec.
ling.
the Lakes were Mr. and Mrs. Opal Moore, 1007 Olive Street,
of 144 boxes must be met.
Larry Wakefield, students Mt Murray.
The program for girls offered
Louis Schaefer rode Dr.
the University of Kentucky.
MaoHasIs
through the Girl SCQUtS includes Freeland to victory In the
1929
They will establish a summer
Donald Shelton, Hale's Trt
wholesome recreation, develop- Preakness and trained Challeministry to the vacationers at crt. Apt. 3, Murray; Mrs. mar.
es practical Allis and healthy don the 1939 winner,
this resort area here. They are garet Downs, Route IL Murray;
• •
•
attitudes in activities enveloping
hem Lexington.
led- the home, the
Cheeky G. Cooper (To Cony.
arts and theout-of- Former Jockey Paul J. Batappointed was Lars)
,55
, Div.), 304 • South Ilth Street, ere Bureau of Investigation is
ley. now a trainer, rode five
Lee Mom of toldoesh. Sane- Murray; Mrs.- Cowie McNabb, belying local officers in the doOrs.
The Chairman In your neigh- horses at Belmont Park on
Mew Agape at Oseepatown Route 1, Alma; Lee
pesos
of
the
weekend
theft
of
CaldWia
June 26, 1959, and won with all.
1044 pounds of tobacco from • borheed: Mrs. Everett Outland,
vie M known ify WNW (Expired), Route S. Murray.
of them.
the Farmers Warehouse No. 2 1009 Olive 753-1971
moons in Murray. He will be
amiettng Southern Repast CoeThe leaf had been consigned
to the Burley Tobacco Growvention mieelemeries in the Tasty
Qmoon area of South Vietnam. To make pineapple filling for ers Cooperative Association uncoke - prepare a 3,4-ounce der the federal price support
lema,
package of vanilla pudding mix program.
as label directs, using lit cups
James D. Kelly, Murray, has
Milk. Chill. covered Whip unNOW YOU KNOW
'ill creamy; fold in 1 2 cup of
joined the junior membership
The
combined Los Angelesdrained canned crushed pinethilled Press InIentellifild
Long Beach harbor in Califor- ranks of Holstein-Friesian Asorffenew iteer-it-irt\apple. Makes about 2 cups- nia la the largest man-made elation of America. Over 13,S00
enough
for
2
split
8- or 9-inch harbor in
youngsters are now actively enWhs law
the world
layers
rolled in the breedorganization's
program.
To qualify, member candidates
must be under 21 years of age
and have successfully completed
one year's work in a 4-H or vocational agriculture dairyproiect.
Individual ownership of at least
one Registered Holstein is also
required.
Junior members of the national
Sy SILL STASI
•••••• where the hundreds of csictus
"JUST THE FACTS .....Tes('.tr.ii Pres*" 4Lavorsa t
spines punctured ho. chest and Association are entitled to all
tifying beEore Senate ForCeereaeasuleat
back there was no blood. He privileges except voting. They
eign Relations Comniittee in
register
and
may
transfer
their
walked
as
if
fulfilling a mission
SAN JUAN DE WS LAGOS.
Washington. on his, nominaOld friends of Wenceslao. no- animals at member rates and
Mexico -Nowhere in all of Lattion to be director of the.
ticing the similarity of the de- receive regular reports Of breed
in America Is there a shrine
U.S. Information Agency.
ceased,, body with that ..f the arid organization progress.
more enshrouded with mystery
Frank J Shakespeare proms-.
appantion. came close with curand holine-as than San Juan de
Nearly 46,800 young Holstein
ises to stick to factual reiosity. and fear The pha ntom breeders have participated in
loa Ligon. some 200 Miles
porting in Voice of America
smelled of death They 'spoke
northwest of Mexico City
the Program since it started in
to him. but there W ••• no anand other 114MA info,matiam
licgtmung with the Fiestes
1923,
seer
de_. la Candelaria Feb. 2.
(Contented From Page Om)
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Specter of Wenceslao Franco
More Practical Than Spiritual
_

is a sort .4 epilogue to the
celebrations
'Christmas
and
Meting on and off until Easter
people from all parts of Mercies, and even 'from other coontries lie down before the image
of the Virgin .Mary in the principal church of this city
• • •
THEY COME here bleeding,
sweaty. tired and blistered. Wermssios Stance walks in
some walking as far as 200 dusty desert. -doing penance -.
miles The highaays "and byways 525 lined with thounands penance. things didn't took so
bad after all to Wenceslao and
of their for weeks
-Sorne move along, their limbs he refused tii do his'perrameir--in traps tied at fantastic an- . He e.arldn't have made a
gles punishing themselves with worse mu-take. Within a matter
cactus. thorns, heavy loads. eyes of days. he turned lip his heels
died Hi, ,neighbors buried
bandaged for hundreds of ins
through the blistering desert him and all agreed that his
misfortune was the result of
best
Arriving in the city. thou- `his broken promise to the Vir-ands of them form lines reach- gin who -does not. pardon the
ing for Miles and move the broken scrod last feu miles to the church on
Wenceslao was nearly t17ti iii and bleeding knees scrum gotten
when the next -Feb 2
: came around Then .4 ha
the dirt streets and rough aide
walkcal man with a prickly facto,.
• • •
tied to his chest and :Mother an
•
MANY collapse onty to be his 'back showed up on the road
dragged half kneeling; the re- to the, Virgin' He walked tireireenwd to be everywhere
miles. raving
and
maining
because Rings °Chi-ohm glass ft-tali-tied
retching from pain
the Virgin does not pardon his :ono: and legs with every
- they may move Hi, head •VIlls covered
the inoktnipromise,
To niake a promise to the Vir- .Orripletely with a thick cloib.
impossible to see through vet
gin and then not carri. it out.
is a thing of horrible I 011.0- he neset hesitated, never stirm•
bled. never lost his way
4sient e according to the faith-
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• • •
A CARD in his apior-covered
left hand said he wax %Vence.lao Franco. condemned to walk
forever during the Fiesta de la
Candelark,. purging the sins
committed is life especially for
having br..ken his word with
the Virgin, "who does not pardon those who break their word
with her:.
That was several Vera sign.
Each year now it is the same.
Friends of the old Wenceslao
Franco watch the specter from
a distance, convinted its supernatural and eonvinced it Is the
same Wencealito Franco.
On and on. year after ye:or
the man, or soul. or whales",
it is. walks, tirelessly, no blisters on it,. feet, no blopd seeping .from its wound,. And always the smell of death
• • •
•
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Beauty Rest Mattress & Box Springs

NO ONE has dared to rip off
he thick cloth over the fare,
not even the police. A few audeeioue newspaper rep..rtera
have photographed it.
Two rather earthly chaferteristics belie the local pommies
theory of its supernaturalneas,
however. The spirit of WeePAL,,, Franc., cards a
ratter
solid shadow when the son, is
shining. Anti in Its rirreitiEd.
it always carrier. a tin plate
of the type used in churche- of
rea., for the faithful to
the
• • •
pit, h any surplus urn in.
CROWN of enormous
Not asking for prayers. which ./A-MIGHT BUDGING South Vietninn.President Nguyen Ca..
Take the tase .4 Wences
Kv tells reporter'. at his suburban Paris residence
therm. rested on his bare head might well serve a disembodied
Frantsi, who offered it
—willing to inert Nepsistel5' with
ause
t iftene-ottaer-wrrlt-rudia „--wasernment-wrefief-lk
the limin one_elee promisetbet
it°
comniiirra4 adeerWilia,, if it would speed progress toward
CU; moni sins A' few data through the skin on his Moot for money,.which is .4 a great
7imencr At right is Henry Cabot Lodge,
ate! 'staking ins promise of Where the"thorns stuck in and deal of valise in this. world
"Off
nrg"""t
"
•
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To Be Given Away
the Last Day of the Sale
Feb 151h, 196/
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